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New York tfoak "operators 
Philadelphia Cloakmakcrs 
New York Piece Tai lors ; . . 
Baliimore Cloakmakers 
New Jersey Embroiderer*. 
New York Embroiderer*.. 
Boston Raincoat Makers 
San Francisco Ladies' Garment Workers 
New York Cloak and Suit Tailor* 
New York Amalgamated.'Ladies' Garment Cutter* 
Brownsville, N. Y., Cloakmakers . . . . . . 
BosipnCloak Pressers 
Montreal. Canada, Cloakmakers yf-. - . -
Toronto, Canada. Cloakmakers. . . . . . , , 
Philadelphia Waistmakers. 
S t Louis, Mo.. Ladies' Garment Workers 
New York Reefcrmakcrs 
Chicago\Cloak and Suit Pressers 
Montreal, Canada, Cloak Cutlers: 
New York Waterproof Garment W o r k e r s — 
Newark, N, J., Cloak and Suitmakcrs 
New Haven, Conn.. Ladie* Garment Worker* 
New York Skirtmakers. 
"Boston Skirfand Dressmakers' U n i o n . . — 
New York Waist and Dressmakers.rf 
Cleveland Ladies' Garment Worker* 
Cleveland Skirt Makers 
Seattle, Wash., Ladies' Garment Workers..*... 
Cleveland Cloak Finishers' Union 
St. Louis, Mo., Cloak Pressers — . 
Winnipeg Ladies' Garment Workers 
Bridgeport Corset Workers 
Bridgeport Corset Cutters 
New York Pressers 
Boston. Mass., Ladies' Tailors.; 
Cleveland Cloak Pressers* Union 
New York Ladies' Tailors 
New Haven Corset Cutters 
New Haven Corset Workers. . 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers . : . . , 
Cleveland Cloak and Suit Cutters' Un ion . . : . . . 
Worcester White Goods and Waist Workers. 
Chicago. HI, Cloakmakers -
Syracuse, N. Y.. Dressmakers 
Petticoat Workers' Union 
Denver. Colo.. I-adie*' Tailors 
Cincinnati Garment Cutter* 
Boston Waistmakcrs 
New York Children Dressmakers 
Canada. Custom Ladies'Tailors 
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THE4ADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
rUBLISHED MONTHLY IN YIDDISH AND ENCU3H 
Editnriat o 
giffipp i^wi»wiia»'WBgffft'!P 
HOPES AND PROSPECTS FOR 1916 
Our union is entering on the 'new .was profitable to employers but dis-
y'ear with hope and fair prospects, tinctl) disadvantageous to the workers. 
Guided by the experience gained in The style factor is, of course, utterly 
10.15, the plans now being matured for beyond the control of the union. In 
new.and important enterprises promise such circumstances, where the demand 
certain success. for labor is less pressing, the employer 
The past year was one of strenuous is inclined to be more restive and Jess 
activity over a wide field. Our Inter- yielding. Even the best agreement in 
national Union went through one of* mir industries must leave many details 
the most trying times in its history, unprovided for, subject to the good 
It was confronted by insidious and faith and .sympathetic attitude of both 
powerful enemies that threatened its parties. When the season is very 
very life and existence, but faced them ' brisk the price of labor is naturally 
bravely and without fear. The vie- high, and a pli;fble instrument like 
tories won and attacks repulsed arc so some of our collective agreements can 
fresh in all minds that it is needless he made to yield a maximum of good 
to refer to them in detail. In spite of results. But if the season is charac-
adversc' economic circumstances be- terized 6y a medium demand for labor 
yond possible control, the international 
Indies* Garment Workers' t 'i >ion has 
raised its prcstig<- throughout the 
country. 
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season work was not 
as plentiful as w 
;\v fashion of plush and 
and plain skirts simpli-
the operator and fin-
a w 
b  
the workers must he 
• 
their own. In modern coiunetitive in-
dustry this factor is undisputed and all 
trade organizations are guided by it* 
operation. In this connection let us 
not dwell on the dead past hut rather 
act in the living present and prepare 
for the future.< 
It docs uot follow that because q 
cultics could not be adjusted in * 
to m;ikt- the new standards open 
ishcr. This economy in workmanship during last fall 
• • • . " 
* * * * * 
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T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
e next and who had been used to fight every inch 
ns. At the forthcoming adjust- of the ground against innovations in 
merit of prices, which very soon will favor of the workers. He was now a 
be in progress in many shops, it de- member of an association which- was 
f ves on the piece workers to insist pledged to co-operation with the union the stipulated standards of 70 cents in order to eliminate ruinous competi-
to r operators and 50 cents for finishers tion and uplift the workers. Most of 
for an hour's work, and it rests with all these were women workers, (84 per 
the members of the union to guard cent), subject to starvation wages and 
jealously every right and privilege unsc&mly treatment by bosses and su-
guaranteed by the agreement. pcrvisors. In theory he was a member 
* , , of the association, but in practice he 
^ „ . resisted both the union and association, 
THE SITUATION Never since 1910 have 
£ 0 ™ ™ * ^ t h * workers in the wafel 
and dress industry been 
more awake to their interest than at 
this present moment. Before io,i6has 
left any impress on our time, the waist 
and dress makers of New York, Phila-
delphia, Boston and Newark will have 
contributed an important chapter to 
and when found out, he left the asso-
ciation and became an independent 
employer. , -» * 
UNFORESEEN 
EVILS ARISE 
Even many influential 
employers, who in theory 
subscribed to the idea of co-operation 
and thorough organization of the 
trade, in practice obstructed bringing 
. 
the history of organization in the the employees under control and vol-
ladics* garment industry. untary discipline. They encouraged 
Three years have elapsed since the the non-union element and 'withheld 
industry in New York was placed on the stipulated preference from the 
a basis of peaceful adjustment of dis- members of the union; so that the un-
putes. By prolonged agitation and organized have ever since been a source 
concentrated movement in 1912 the of competition with the organized 
union succeeded in convincing the in- workers and a problem still awaiting 
flucntial employers in the industry that solution, 
a measure of industrial democracy im-
plied in collective bargaining would be 
attended by benefits to both, employees 
and employers. That necessitated the 
organization of both, and employers as 
well as employees co-operated in an 
attempt to introduce rule and reason 
where arbitrary action, danger to life 
and limb, and anarchy as to work 
prices had existed before. 
Soon, however, it was foui 
toco!, which was the theory 
for the new order of rule and reason, 
was in many essentials disregarded by 
y employers who apparently did 
not dream of helping to realize it in 
was a type, of employer 
Meanwhile the legitimate hunt for 
profits engendered a series of evils 
that had not been anticipated at the 
time of-framing the protocol. During 
the last three years the waist trade, 
like the cloak trade, has seen a mush-
room "growth of jobbers, contractors 
and sub-manufacturers. We have al-
ways contended that this is an unnat-
ural growth—a canker blossom on the 
industry. The tendency of modern in-
dustry is to concentrate in ever larger 
-factories. In our industry profit-hunt-
ing and evasion of union conditions 
incline a number of employers to mul-
tiply contractors and sub-employers. 




—birds of passage—who are bent on opportunity he sought, and now the 
reintroducing the sweating system of question is: can the workers remain 
thirty years ago. Were it not for the passive to this gradual encroachment 
ceaseless activity of our union and the on the fruits of their toil? 
enlightened public opinion, present In the three years since the settle-
conditions, owing to the prevalence of ment of January, 1913, the waist in-
sub-manufacturing and contracting, dustry has certainly grown richer, and, 
would be as bad or even Worse than as the cost of living has risen, the 
formerly. workers therein have become poorer. 
For mark what bearing this out- The union has every desire to main-
grpwth of sub-manufacturing has on tain the peace then concluded and es-
the subject underdiscussion. Under tablish it on a firmer and more lasting 
the rule of the protocol a. rational sys- basis, but this \an only be done by 
tern of price adjustment has been in revising the protocol to suit changed 
force—the workers of every s»°P b*r- conditions. A $50,000,000 industry must 
gaining collectively with the employer not be allowed to thrive by starving 
for reasonable piece rates. "But sub- or over-working its employees, and the 
manufacturinr being migratory and officers and members of Local No. 25 
elusive, the employer fostering the* arc acting with' wise forethought in 
system is enabled to defeat the purpose discussing most needed modifications, 
of the protocol and nullify the institu-' We feel that the employers cannot fail 
lion of collective bargaining, to consider the proposals soon to be 
. It has actually become possible for presented to them in conference, and 
employers, members of the associa- believe that a way will be found to 
lion, to have union shops in New York improve working conditions and place 
and. non-union shops, under different thv relations of employers and em-
names, out of town, in New Jersey or ployees on a more scientific basis, 
elsewhere. Intimidation of the work- • * • 
crs at price bargaining is openly re-
sorted to by these employers. If the 
union workers insist on prices afford-
ing them a living wage, they run the 
risk of the employer carrying out his 
Ihrcat to send the work out. In many 
cases the work is sent out and made 
by non-union workers at low wages, 
while active and loyal members of the 










"dition of the workers is said 
to have been' ameliorated, 
lly the average earnings in 
cious cases have remained low. 
war has 
the v( 
Side by side with tbc 
movement in N e w 
Y o r k , a promising 
movement is proceeding among the 
waist, silk-suit and children dress-
makers in Philadelphia, and all—the 
leaders, as well as the rank and file— 
are looking forward very hopefully t>> 
a bright future. 
The situation in Philadelphia is dif-
ferent from that of New York, inas-
much as no kind of understanding 
with the employers has been in exist-
ence in the waist trade. Early in IQIO 
the waist makers of Philadelphia fol-
lowed the example of their sisters in 
New York and conducted a general 
strike for better conditions. -
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years the cm, 
in the shops, br 
T H E LAOIKK' (IABMKNT W O K * 
• • . 
:tcd but did not creasing their organized strength day 
of indifference by day and arc insisting on due rccog-. 
took the mass nition and fair treatment, and— they 
As a result the union are going to realize their hopes and 
ground, and working wishes. » , -
Iting until they ' . . 
ihle For four WAU™AKE*S Pursuant to a deci-
r^WSS ™ sion of a recent meet-
ng prices and gen- «$ ^^f^^'-^^J^^ 
cnti conditions down t o the lowest pos-
sible ebb, until Brother Silver of New 
York, senwjiy the International to 
1 Pi r 
taken to direct the w^ve of organiza-
tion to the waistmakers of Boston. A 
movement h a s been started, and its 
e lph i a ^uccecdedinarous i ( l g" the " P * . ? * * " £ warran ts important 
m and dress makers from their Events in that held simultaneously w.th 
stupor and remolding their faith in the t h £ * * ™ ? C V C ,n t s ' " ? * * " J * " 
The Waistmakers ' Union of Boston, 
. Local No. 40, won a victory in March 
strbng army has n o * been ^
 A c o l l c c t i v e a g , c c m l : „ t w a 5 
signed providing for. Union conditions mobilize been 
Tlic 
1 
n u i o ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ 
has now 
All Sections have 
u n i t e ? " 1 * . solid organization. , . . .
 o ( • ^  h o ( i r s c o l l c c t i v c ^ e , . 
next couple of w«e1c, are to determme ^
 a w i t h 
a q o e i t o n of supreme mvor t ancc to - ^ ^
 b c o „ c i l i a t o r y , n e t h o d s . 
the workers : namely, shall arh. t rary.
 B t f t fe ^ JQf imccd c o n c i l i a . 
medieval methods m the waist shops - . . . . . . . 
, , , , „ • , tors t o work the instrument outlined 
rule unchecked „r shall hours be regu- ^ ^
 o n p a p e r j^gfe^ w a s 
iu:vcr perfected and that par t of it 
proving serviceable was allowed to fall 
into disuse. Dissatisfaction in the 
ranks and disorganization speedily 
lated. wages advanced and the workers 
uplifted and given a voice in the deter-
mination of labor conditions? 
Justice, common sense and ;i t) 
for the welfare of the toilers pofn 
way t o the latter alternative be 
adopted by business-like negotiation in 
conference. It is the workers ' labor 
power that creates the profits of t rade, 
enriching the captains of industry; go 
that their welfare must be amply pro 
vided for. 
The workers themselves must help 
to bring abouf th is improved condition 
standing together. They must 
followed, but this supervening indif-
did the workers no good; it 
rather benefited the employers a t the 
workers ' expense. 
We are glad that the waistmakers 
Of Boston are now realizing the actual 
needs of the present ; that instead of 
dissatisfaction with the union they arc 
fast becoming imbued- with a healthy 
discontent with conditions imposed on 
them because of lack of "organized 
by the experience of the past power. 
ears.1 Disorganized—every work-
or herself—they were 
boss and compelled 
The Shirt waist girls of Boston need 
the spirit of get- together which be-
gets organized power, and with the 
on his own terms, realization of this power the employ-
e e of affairs is past CM will conceive more regard forfhetr 
-JANUARY, 1916 
MOMENT, ' " , h C ' " " f e W » " ? * • 
IN OTHER events have been quietly 
TttADts shaping themselves to-
wards bringing into line the workers 
of several t r a d e - i n Greater N e w York 
which have not heretofore come into 
g rea t prominence owing to backward 
t rade conditions. These are the chil-
dren dressmakers under the jurisdic-
not develop sufficient power to make 
the employers live up to their obliga-
tions. 
The workers must realize that in o r -
der to gain substantial improvements 
and maintain -them, they must watch 
over them through the organized pow-
er of the union and never relax in their 
faith and loyalty. This is the lesson 
tion of Local No. 50, the wrapper and that the .pas t experience should teach 
kimono worke r s under Local No. 41, them. T h e union is ever ready t o do 
and the embroidery workers under things, provided the workors stand by 
Locals No. 5 and 6. it wilh their whole heart and EOUL 
The experience of the last few years 
has shown us that things done by We are glad that the embroidery 
halves have to be done all over again, workers a r e coming into line t o im-
Locals No. 50 and No. 41 both had prove their lot. 
conducted general strikes in 1913, but About a year ago they felt disap-
in both cases the organization of t he pointed and discouraged. T h e panicky 
t rade was left uncompleted. Hence t he condition of trade last year, brought 
victories won simmered down to nil. 
The workers in these trades stand in 
sore need of uplifting. Weekly wages 
have fallen, in many cases, as low as 
$4.00. This is a situation t h a t mus t be 
speedily remedied. The International 
tts kept these workers in mind all the me. and notwithstanding stress and 
strain in various quarters it has main-
tained organizers in t he field. Results 
have been slow but steady, and now 
both of these t rades are in shape for 
a general movement. 
The collective agreements signed in 
1913 failed because the workers did 
on by the world war , upset the plans 
of the International to raise the eco-
nomic status of the embroidery work-
ers. W c knew tha t the movement 
would revive o n the return of n o r m a l 
conditions. At the present t ime the 
revival is in full sight. 
Given effective organization, the rest 
is comparatively easy. In such cir-
cumstances t h e workers mus t prove 
certain winners, whether they fight by 
negotiation or by a str ike. The em-
broidery workers will get their rights 
and realize their wishes by effective 
organization. 
ECHOES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CONVENTION 
lentcd in our 
December issue on one or two note 
worthy mat ters tha t came before the 
convention of t he American Federat ion 
of Labor a t San Francisco. Now tha t 
more detailed reports a r e at hand, it 
will not be amiss to refer t o points of 
much it 
• 
iTTUR OF One of the questions 
•ED HEBREW
 o n ^ ^ ^ o r g a m - 2 c d 
workers of the entire 
• 
tailoring industry focmsed their atten-
tion was the controversy between the 
United Hebrew Trades and the Central 
Federated Union of New York. Our 
delegates—President Schlesinger of 
• 
• Trus LAB 
• 
the International and Brother Polakoff 
—felt that it would be particularly un-
fortunate if the U. H. T. should be 
made to suffer because of its sympathy 
uiih the tailors who had left the 
United Garment Workers. The V. JI 
GARMENT WORKER 
The convention has referred the en-
tire matter to President Gompcrs, 
whose mature judgment and common 
sense eminently fit him for the task 
of bridging the chasm and restoring 
harmony among the workers of- one 
T. had meant well in harboring the of the most extensive industries. The 
locals of the Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers' Union; and having recpg-, 
nized its mistake, the breach between; 
the C. R tJ. and U. H. T. was prac-
tically healed. The convention adopted 
that view. 
But to put the convention in the 
proper frame of mind, it was necessary. 
to disseminate the right kind of in-
formation among the delegates, and 
thii work devolved, on Brothers 
* hlcsingcr and Polakoff; Assembly- NIGHT HOUR 
in Shiplacoff, Secretary of the U. H. LEGISLATION 
., who attended the convention for 
C. F. U., which has enough work to 
do, would be unable to carry on the 
educational work among the Hebrew 
immigrant workers with anything like 
the efficiency and beneficial results 
accruing from the efforts of the United 
Hebrew Trades. - In the end much 
harm might result to the labor move-
ment in New York from needless in-
ternal strife. 
• . • 
We have the highest 
regard for President 
Gompers as the man 
this purpose; Brothers Zuckennan of who has devoted his life to build up 
m 
the Cloth Hat and Capmakers' Union 
and J..Goldstein, representing the In-
ternational Bakers' and Confectionery 
Workers' Union* 
The conference of all parties at in-
terest, called by President Gompcrs, 
clarified the situation sufficiently to 
convince everyone that no good could 
possibly result from expulsions. A 
the trade union movement in this 
country and has made this life-work 
a success by sheer ability and sustained 
effort. It is therefore all the more 
surprising that he should so stubbornly 
stick to a view which in all industrial 
countries has been consigned to the 
scrap-heap long ago. President Gom-
pcrs* position'on this and.legislative 
breach of discipline is very regrettable, effort in other directions is glaringly 
but internecine war in'the labor move- contradictory. 
meiit is unpardonable 





ulated on being quick 
this sympathetic view of th 
and although the unfortunate differ-
ences in the ranks of the clothing 
\ye aro glad to note that there was 
an increase of votes in favor of legis-
lative enactment and that some mem-
bers of the Executive Council voted 
with the minority. The contention of 
President Gompcrs reminds us of a 
Mr. Shipton and the old trade union-
matter, ists in England twenty-five years ago. 
They Ased-the same kind of argument 
against-legislative enactment as Pre sir 
workers have as yet not been com- dent Gompers is using now; namely, 
posed, the conciliatory -spirit of the (i) the workers would slacken in their 
parties makes us hopeful of a final ad- economic initiative if shorter hours and 
justment of the dispute at no distant minimum wages were enacted by law. 
future. and (2) that it meant calling in poli-
JAXUART, 1316 
tics to do the work of the strike, and 
politics would disrupt the organiza-
tions. 
Presently the Taff. Vale decision-
came arid upset the entire fabric of 
pure and simple trade unionism in 
England. Political and legislative ac-
tivity, combined with trade union ef-
fort, as set in motion by the Inde-
pendent Labor Party, subscqucntly 
culminating in the Labor Pa r ty in 
Parliament, haj_£dded a tremendous 
impetus ' to the trade union movement. 
Strikes have increased rather than di-
minished under the combination of 
political with economic action. 
Such a-view in regard to eight hours 
legislation was consistent* for trade 
unions whose slogan was "no"polities." 
T h a t was years ago. But if wc now 
• 
largely aim at legislative effort, it is 
the height of inconsistency to make 
exceptions on such flimsy grounds as 
advanced by President Gompers. 
T h e only trouble w i t h present legis-
lative action is that laws remain largely 
inoperative, but that is rather Labor's 
fault. W e are not organized enough, 
united enough and vigilant enough in 
pressing enforcement of labor laws. 
Organized Labor must aim to be 
doubly strong. It must be able to back 
up the victories of strikes by the power 
of law and government, and since the 
main activity of the American Federa-
tion of Labor is directed towards po-
litical and legislative activity of all 
kinds, its program should exclude no 
project tending to make Labor 's posi-
tion s t ronger and securer. 
Reports of Officers to the Recent Meeting 
of the G. E. B. 
HKI'OHT ORWROT VICB-FRBS. PIBKCB 
V herewith submit my report for the 
months of May to October, inclusive. The 
first week In May I proceeded to Phila-
delphia, to take up the situation of the 
Cutters Local No. 63. I called two meet-
ings which were very well attended and 
tried to find out the cause of thr cutters' 
lack of interest In their local both from 
personal conversations and at the meet-
logs, and It may be summed up aa follows: 
The cutting branch of'tho cloak trade 
In Philadelphia has a great number of ap-
prentices and boys. The percentage of 
mechanics la small, and the shops being 
small, the employer or designer does the 
cutting. assisted by a boy. Owing to this 
state of affairs the mechanics have little 
opportunity to secure a position, and those 
who aro fortunate enough to have a Job 
are Jealously guarding it and aro afraid 
to make It even known that they belong to 
a union. In tho settlement made with the 
Manufacturers' Association equal division 
of work was ignored, and in many cases 
continued In employment After consider-
able efforts a number of intm again started 
to pay dues and show an Interest In the 
local- While in Philadelphia. I assisted 
l)ro. Silver with.the American Branch of 
the Waist makers' Union, Local No, IE.•and 
In organising tho waist industry in Phila-
delphia which was progressing very favor-
ably. From all appearances the entire 
. trade will bo organised In a very ahort 
time. 
In June I received a notice from Presi-
dent Schleslnger to proceed to Cleveland. 
and after having a meeting with the Joint 
Hoard of Cloakmakers of Philadelphia, 
thoy placed Bro. Snyder to look after tho 
cutters and promised every co-operation In 
order to thoroughly organize this branch 
of the trade. 
On Juno 13th I loft for Cleveland to take 
up the work-, of organizing the workers of 
that £lty. Trade there was very dull bat 
I found the organizing work progressing 
very favorably. On June 22nd I received 
a telegram from President- Schleslnger to 
* 
QutMBST WOUQK 
That nmn nlgbt I held a meeting with 
the local executive board. Tho members 
were vary much wrought up ortr some 
grievance! they claimed (hey had against 
the firm of Cohen. Frledlandor and Martin, 
due to the methods employed by the super-
intendent, who had Introduced the section 
system ID one or two Cleveland factories 
before be came to Toledo, and alio desired 
*to replace men by women workers. Among 
the pressors tho trouble « u due to a 
change of system, allowing a proasor to do 
the under pressing-and finishing. The new 
system placed a number of men as under 
pressera and others as finishing pressors, 
which created a feeling of jealousy among 
the workers, who Insisted upon the Union 
demanding a return to the old system or 
else place them all on week work. 
I called on Mr. Ottunbelmer of the Cohen 
with the secretary of the Central La-
Unlon of Toledo and had a two hours' 
,1k with him about the conditions In his 
factory. H* agreed to Btralghten out the 
operators' troubles, and, »n 1 was later 
Informed, he* dM so. The change of sys-
tem In the pressera question, be explained. 
was necessary In order to get out hla or-
ders on time. I suggested that tho Press-
ors work In pairs, under pressor and fin-
ishing presser working together. Under 
this method the work would not be held 
up and would not Increase the cost of pro-
duction. He agreed to do this and hold a 
meeting with his entire pressing depart-
ment to talk over all their complaints. 
While endeavoring to straighten out 
matters-In Toledo. I received a telegram 
from President Schleslnger to leave at 
once for Cincinnati. 1 Immediately got In 
touch with the Joint Board of Cincinnati 
and waa Informed that the operators In 
the Bishop, stern & Stein shop had been 
questioned by the firm as to rumors around 
the city about a general strike movement, 
and that the workers had been listening 
to some outaldo agitators. The firm de-
manded a promise that they would not go 
ont on strike. This they refused, and he 
only gave a few of the- operators work an 
let the rest go Idle. After a number of 
meetings the matter was settled and the 
workers returned to work. The whole nf-
Tslr was simply an effort on the part of 
the firm to break down our Union in Cin-
cinnati, and only tho determined stand 
taken by some of "our members prevented 
them from being successful at that time. 
Only by a general movement can we 
hope to have any permanency to our or-
ganisation In Cincinnati, The membership 
Is loyal, but the workers for the Bishop 
shop practically can control the organiza-
tion owing to their numbers, and this ex-
cuse Is used by thorio who are outside the 
Union. 1 feel that a fine organisation can 
be built up In Cincinnati with little effort 
and expense to the office, and hope that 
something will be dono at this meeting to 
provide for such action. 
About September 27th I left Cleveland 
for Bridgeport to take up the work of the 
corset workers who had gono out on alrlko 
and had settled with an agreement pro-
viding 48 hours a week and other Increases 
beneficial to the workers. • Mrs. Scully and 
J. K. Roach, organize™ of the A. P. of U. 
had handled the situation before I arrived. 
I found that four shops; namely, the 
Warner Co., The Crown, the Geo. C. Batch-
elder Go. and the La.ResIsta had all granted 
the workers' demands. All of these strikes 
were called and settled In a little over a 
week and aomo 2,200 joined the 1. I* G. 
W, U^and formed Local No. 33. Operators, 
and Local No, 24, Corset Cutters of Bridge-
port. Some 800 are of foreign nationality, 
which caused a great deal of confusion In 
making out their applications and ham-
pered tho work of perfecting the organisa-
tion 1 have opened an office for the 
American Branch* in the Warner Bldg.. 
also a branch for the Hungarian workers. 
They hold weekly meetings and the execu-. 
tlve board, of Local No. 33 has placed Its 
financial secretary In the office on a weekly 
salary. Tbo cutters. Loral No. 34, has a 
100 per cent of the trade organised and Is 
a very aggressive and enthusiastic body. 
About 1,200 of the Warner factory alone 
are members of the Union. The inexperi-
ence of the members entailed a great deal 
of work, but their attendance at meetings 
and their evident desire to learn tbo work-
ings of an organisation lead me to believe 
that tho local will bo permanent. 
Bridgeport I received 
>m New Haven that a 
mooting of corset Workers was going to be 
held, and. In company with Mrs. Scully 
and J. Roach of the A. F. of I*, 1 ad-
dressed tholr meeting. A number Joined 
the Union and a few days afterwards. 
without our Instructions, about 60 girl* 
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Quit work and rfTffc marching to the hall, nitlon of the onion, bat Brant the workers 
Wo formed them Into eointulttees to picket the right to have their grievances presented: 
the shop, and the following morning they and reviewed by a commute© of the shop 
got overy worker, men and women, to Join representing the department where tn« 
with them to the number of 600. We grievance may arise. 
drew up demands, and In two days they This naturally made It hard for mo "to 
returned to work with a signed agreement adjust troubles at the beginning. I sought 
for forty-eight hours and an Increase In to overcome these difficulties by calling Up-
wages: We also organised the cutters Into on the various firms in the co/set trade In 
39. They have alnoo elected person. Soon thoy began to recognize me Local No. officers and are holding weekly meetings. 
Two other factories manufacture corsets In 
New Haven; namely, the Strauss Adler Co. 
and 1. Strauss. The Strauss Adler Co, Is 
trying to rrlghten the workers against 
joining the Union, but quite a number have 
already paid their Initiation fee. In the 
near future I feel certain that the workers 
of- this concern will also be added to our 
list. 
1 Installed tho officers of Local No. 66, 
Corset Workers of Springfield, on October 
Hth. This local has been organized by 
Miss Schneider man. and Us members now 
work under Union conditions. On October 
16th Local No. 56 held a dance which was 
the largest affair of Us kind ever held In 
Springfield, and the profits Vero ovor *E0O. 
They have there the muklhgs of a fine or-
ganisation. 
As it la necessary to do a great amount 
of clerical work lu connection with these 
new locals, and oa I am continually on 
the go between Bridgeport, New Haven, 
etc., I engaged an assistant—a Bridgeport 
woman corset worker—who Is competent 
to handle this end of tho work, 
The cosset, workers afford a large field 
for organization, and I hope the Q. K. B. 
will lend every effort to organize them. 
Tho members all display the keenest In-
terest In the locals- and have been honored 
by having their chalrlady elected treasurer 
of'the Central Labor Union or Bridgeport. 
In closing I wish to express the senti-
ment and deepest gratification of the o 
ganlsed labor movement of Connecticut and 
Massachusetts at tho acquittal of our sev 
brothers. [ have been requested to Info 
the G. E. B. of the fact. 
Writing more recently Vice-President J. 
F. Pierce says: 
I believe you are aware that the agree-
ments with New England firms, drawn up 
last fall at the termination of the strikes 
by the A* K. of L. organizers, Mrs. Scnlly 
and Bro. Roach, do not call for any recog-
M representing the workers and tbey no» 
do business with me as the representative 
of the Union. In the few cases we had w* 
have obtained satisfactory adjustments. 
Our people here are still quite now In the 
labor movement and thoy require a groat 
deal of education and training. Wo had 
her© a few small strikes,—one In the Iron-
ing department of the Bntchelder Com-
pany—and after they were out a week we 
reachod nn agreement with the firm and 
the girls have all returned to work after 
having won their points. The cutters of 
tho La Ftcslsia Corset Co.- struck against 
a reduction in the price (they are all piece 
workers), and after I saw the firm, art 
• agreement was reached satisfactory to the 
men and they also returned to work. It 
w*i not necessary to call the girls out as 
the cutters have a 100 per cent organiza-
tion, and though the firm visited each and 
.-every one of tha corset cutters in the city, 
in an effort to have them-accept a position 
promising them excellent wages, thoy ro-
fused, saying .they were onion men. 
\\> are using every effort to enroll the 
girls who ore still outside the organisation. 
Wo are trying to make the meetings In-
teresting by having lectures, parties and 
entertainments In connection with them. 
We have the local divided Into* an Araert-
can and a Hungarian branch and quite 
recently we have also formed a separata 
Italian branch In order to Interest the 
Ian workers. They are having sepa-
meetings now, two of which were ad-
t Vice-President Cassatta from 
Haven we have organised tha 
Newman shop completely. On December 
8th I Installed the local and tho first 
payment of dues was taken up. Wc were 
agreeably surprised to find that over $100 
was collected In dues at this meeting. They 
will now meet twice a month and every-
thing promises to nm in first rale order. 
W! Workers, 
THE LADHS' GARMENT WORKER 
No. 55, li maintaining a rery satisfactory 
organisation. Their meetings are well at-
tended and Miss Rose Scbnoldermaa', who 
Is at present at Do«ton, in visiting tholr 
meeting* at frequent Intervals and keeps, 
in touch with their organization. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN F. PIERCB. 
l i t Vice-President 
VICE-PRESIDENT AMOUR'S REPORT 
Too are aware that alter signing the 
agreements with the associations we had 
to go out and organise the shops. Several 
poor seasons prevented us from doing 
constructive organising work. But with 
the beginning of this fall season we car-
ried on a big agitation among the unor-
ganised shops, and in a few weeks time 
we succeeded In organising almost every 
shop ID Philadelphia. , 
* As a result of this, all the shops In Phila-
delphia have nettled prices for the season, 
'even In such shops where settlement of 
prices w u not kndwn for tbe last couple of 
years. In other shop* we sucoeeded In rais-
ing the prlcea by a certain percentage. In 
tno beginning of July everything seemed 
to be in our favor, but unfortunately work 
In the shops did not keep on very long. 
At the beginning of this fall season we 
Intended to have our agreement modified 
so as to make it a working instrument. 
At well-attended member meetings certain 
clauses In the agreement were thoroughly 
discussed add the matter was referred for 
action to a committee of fifteen working 
together with the Joint Board. 
A conference with the employers was to 
be arranged, and President Scblesingor 
was to take the matter up, but unfortun-
ately tho plan of the committee was not 
carried out owing to the varlooB troubles 
that our International Union recently hod 
In New York City. 
Later on. when the season proved poor, 
wo felt that our manufacturers would not 
have granted us any changes in tbe agree-
ment unless we had a good season's work. 
. During the month of July our relations 
with the Women's Wear Manufacturers' 
Association became strained. 
in almost every Important complaint the 
clerks could not agree, tbe Grievance 
Board was deadlocked because the Board 
Is composed of three on each side, with 
no umpire at the meetings to have the 
deciding power. It remained for us to go 
with every case to Director Porter, and 
this was a procedure which la almost im-
possible and not very advisable tor us. 
I suggested to the Association that we 
•elect an Impartial chairman to decide 
deadlocked cases with the right of appeal 
to Director Porter; but the manufacturers 
refused to accept the suggestion. We 
stopped going out on complaints as a re-
salt of this and a good many shop strikes 
and stoppages have occurrod. 
The Association brought charges against 
the Uulon to Director Porter, and after we 
made the situation clear to him, he or-
dered us to resume our relations with the 
Association and deal with complaints 
pending his decision. A few days later he 
decided that an Impartial chairman be se-
lected for tbe Board ot Grievance, and it 
remained for tho Union and the Associa-
tion to make tho selection. 
I suggested a couple of names, but the 
Association rejected them. I agreed to 
one of their nominees who refused to ac-
cept the office, and It remained for Direc-
tor Porter to name a person, which he has 
not done until now. 
' Ono or tho main causes hindering the 
work of perfecting our organisation WSB 
dullness of trade during the last few years. 
The fact that as soon as tbere was the 
least sign and hope for a good season our 
people, from almost every shop, came to 
the Union, leads me to believe that not-
withstanding their dlllike o f the agree-
ment, the ; spirit of Unionism prevails 
anioog them. It behooves us to struggle 
and keep the organization going until the 
opportune yme will arrive. 
Respectfully submitted, 
MAX AMDUR. , 
VICK-PRESIOKNT KOLDOF8ltv*» 
REPORT 
At the laat meeting of the general ex-
ecutive board held in Chicago. I submitted 
a report bearing on the work of reorgani-
sation which had been begun In Toronto 
and the jbrlg'ht prospects of establishing 
once ntore a strong Cloakmakcrs' Union. 
On my return from Chicago I did not abate 
my efforts of organising and strengthening 
our locals. I was then appointed business 
agent for our Joint Board. Our work pro-
gressed favorably and proved successful In 
:t. The apprehension of many 
. , - « — s s s s s s s s ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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members, that the Increase In (ho dues to 
25 cents per weak would result In a serious 
impediment to the progress of the Union 
proved groundless. New members were 
constantly addod and the receipts grew to 
considerable amounts. The Sick Benefit 
Fund, which was Inaugurated last May. 
had, until the beginning of September, an 
average income of 50 dollars a week, which 
Implied 500 members in good standing, 
besides the noo-benoflclal members. There 
was stirring life and activity everywhere. 
Shops, which hadfttherto been totally un-
organized were converted Into thorough-
going union shops, und In spite of the la-
mentable state of trade, unemployment 
throughout the summer, and the dopressed 
condition In Canada consequent upon the 
war, our Union grew appreciably and *old 
out hopes of still greater achievements In 
the future. 
Our conflicts with the employers hare 
been numerous. To say nothing of the 
wonted disputes over prices, discharges, 
nnd the like, there have been frictions of 
a more serious character. These, in many 
. cases, led to strikes, which wero. however, 
adjusted in our "favor after but brlof pe-
riods of cessation from work. The most 
Important conflicts to be noted were those 
with the Canada Cloak Company and the 
"Patricia." In the former, the employers 
sought to Introduce a now Byatem of work 
which was detrimental to the interests of 
tho workers; m the latlor the workers de-
manded a resettlement of prices. In.either 
case the strikes lasted but for Ova and 
seven dsys respectively and w6 completely 
won our point. In every Instance I used 
my best efforts to prevent the conflicts 
from assuming such dimensions as to in-
volve us in serious difficulties. Conditions 
In Canada demanded that this course be 
Invsriably followed. Our numerous dis-
putes wore due, on one hand, to tho fact 
that the workers, becoming once again 
members In Rood standing, were growing 
bolder and more spirited, demanding high-
er wages and better terms: while the em-
ployers, on the other hand: strove hard 
to retain the conditions of the previous 
year, combatting with their utmost efforts 
; " • 
• 
the unions In whose growth they saw a 
menace to themselves. 
The beginning of last September, how-
over, witnessed a decline In the state of 
affairs. This waa In part attributable to 
the fact that a considerable number of the 
younger men among the cloakmakera bad 
left for tho United States, as a result of 
unemployment or in anticipation of the In-
troduction of compulsory military service 
In Canada. Moreover, our localu were bit 
when I was obliged to relinquish my office 
as organlsor. whilo our Joint Board was 
unable to substitute another man, since 
their entire receipts went towards covering 
the deficit of last year which had amounted 
to over | i ,500. 
I regret 1 have been unable during the 
past few weeks to devote the requisite at-
tention to the office, as I have been work-
ing in a shop, and unusually bard. Aside 
from this, another matter, which has a 
close bearing to our organization, engaged 
my attention. Thus the work In the office 
has suffered from neglect, and has had an 
unfavorable effett on the members. 
A number of our members have not yet 
arrived at a complete realization of the 
duties and objects of a trade union and 
are not able to promote the interests of 
their organization without being constantly 
admonished and stirred to action. This 
condition and the abnormal, endless strug-
gle with the boss will not be eliminated 
Until eomo understanding with our manu-
facturers will have been arrived at, as in 
Hew York; Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, 
and other cities. In order to compel our 
r manufacturer* to come to terms with us 
we must employ the same meant as were 
employed in those cities. 
Our locals in Toronto and Montreal ex-
pect tho O. K. B.. to render them the 
necessary assistance and support in ob-
taining similar working conditions in our 
Khops as those achieved In the above-men-
tioned cities, through the great efforts of 
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My entrance Into the office of General 
Secretary-Treasurer Jinx been almost 
thrust upon me. Of course. I do not com-
plain. My colleagues bave certainty done 
me no harm In appointing mo to too office, 
and I cannot pose as a sort of martyr. 
On the contrary, 1 deem this office a great 
honor to mo. I simply call attention to 
the fart, In order that those* who know 
me should picture to themselves the mixed 
reelings pasting within me when I under-
took these responsible duties. V 
True, U>o labor movement is nothing 
.Bfjw to me, .It Is now almost threo de-
cades since it has-become a part of my 
life; r e t It was with no. light heart that I 
stepped Into the shoe* of my friend Slg-
man. Many and various emotions surged 
in my mind; many Krave interrogations 
arose and demanded Immediate answer. 
The most Important of these were: will 1 
be able to Serve the worker* In our Indus-
try lo * manner redounding to my credit; 
can I live Up to the obligations of my re-
sponsible position; will my entrance Into 
this office be accompanied by victories for 
our International; a m ' 1 big enough to 
occupy this honorable place in the councils 
of tho unlonT 
To all these queries 1 gave one unawcr; 
namely, I will try to devoto my entire 
time and energy to our trade union move-
ment, and let my numerous friends and 
comrades answer for the rest. 
In course of the first month 1 have 
managed to familiarise myself with tho In-
ternal work of the office and study the 
financial system, and 1 have also made 
myself useful by word and deed In the 
service of the locals that urgently needed 
m!
 f"U0B:. . . 
The WalM, Silk Suit and Children Dress-
makers ' Union of Philadelphia. Local No. 
' 15, within the lost seven months has 
grown from an Insignificant body to such 
numerous proportions that the desire of 
the members for the formal recognition of 
the union by the employers bos become 
very pressing. That shows that the work-
ers In thin trade feel strong enough lo 
make definite demands on their employers 
for better working conditions. Their main 
the General Office 
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desire is that the determination of prices 
shall not be left to the arbitrary rule of 
tho manufacturers, and a vigorous move-
ment hoa been started by l<oc*l No. IS to 
bring this desire Into living reality. With 
tola aim In view I was invited to ' the i r 
meeting which was'attended by about 700 
members, The next movo to bo launched 
to win respect and recognition for the un-
ion was very Intelligently discussed by 
thoae present, a note of determination 
characterising tho proceedings throughout. 
Not content with this, the loe.nl executive 
board has arranged a mass-meeting at 
which a committee of the Gcticrnl Execu-
tive Hoard. Brothers Lofkovlts, Halpern 
and myself were present. 
More than 2,000 workers In this Indus-
try .were assembled there, hundreds being 
turned back disappointed for lack of ac-
commodation. I t was a wonderful gather-
ing of young women and men whose faces 
wero 1U up with new hopes and aspirations. 
They come to hear the flual word—the 
word that imbued them with courage and 
enthusiasm. 
Then "we-felt It necessary. In order to 
make positively sure of our g r o u n d , to 
confer with representatives of shops In 
this trade. To this conference : came .with 
our President Scnlaslnger, and we feel con-
vinced that tho workers in this trade In 
Philadelphia will before long congratulate 
themselves on their completo victory. 
The Children Dressmakers, Local No. 50, 
and the Wrapper And Kimono Workers. 
Local No. 41, both of New York, who con-
ducted general strikes In 1913 and settled 
with Individual and organised employers, 
have failed to retain the fruit of their 
victory. This had an adverse effect on 
their organizations whleh have bc<.n strug-
gling for existence over since. 
IN the last eighteen months tho Inter-
national has done all In Its power to Im-
prove the situation by placing organizers 
In the Held and assisting the locals finan-
cially. But until a few months ago It has 
been Impossible to establish these locals 
on a firm footing. Recently, however, the 
workors in these trades have awakened to 
'"» 




the fact that by holding aloof from tho 
Union tboy simply afford the employers a 
free hand to rule over their lives In the 
shop*. AD oxtcnslve agitation has now 
been started and the workers are rejoining 
these locals in largo numbers. Thoy re-
alize the importance of the occasion and 
•re increasing the strength of the organ-
ised ranks more ajds«more. 
• • • 
Considerable attention has been given 
to (ho Embroidery Workers, Locals No. 6 
and 6. It w(ll be remembered that more 
than a year ago they were on the point of 
calling a general strike. As their organ!--
xatloti was not deemed In proper, shape at 
the time and the season's work suddenly 
• slackened, the project of a strike had to 
be reluctantly abandoned. Many members 
felt disappointed and discouraged and lost 
confidence in the union. However, thanks 
• to the active members and the Interna-
tional who stood by those locals, they are 
now recovering lost ground and expect to 
render a good account of themselves In 
the way of socurlng Improvements. De-
ir.atuiii on the employers are being dis-
cussed and tho organization will be behind 
them in their efforts to bring desirable 
changes in their workaday lives, even if it 
should be necessary to resort to a struggle. 
Local No. 25, Waist and Dressmakers 
of New York, has been demanding a good 
deal ot attention. This local to which 1 
belong and which I helped to build up, 
being one of tho biggest and most influen-
tial locals of the International, has many 
grievances against the employers. 
As a result of the general strike of three 
year* ago the Dress and Waist Manufac-
turers' Association slgnod a protocol with 
the Union and a large number of indi-
vidual employers signed separata agree-
nients. In. an extensive Industry of this 
kind, employing In the height ot the sea-
son aonie 30,000 workers, and subject to 
Hie whima and fancies of women's fashions 
and seasonal fluctuations, it was impossi-
ble to forosco the evils that were likely to 
arise and provide remedies beforehand. 
The experience of the last three years, 
derived from the working of the protocol 
and the close relations with the employers, 
have brought to the surface new and un-
foreseen problems and conditions. It fol-
lows that tho.protocol must be amended to 
meet theso conditions and place the rela-
tions of the union and association on a 
workable basis. 
During these three years new manufac-
turers have sprung up—-sub-manufacturer* 
and contractors—who by devious ways de-
feat tho efforts of the union to get their 
employees Into line. These outside work-
era naturally compete with the members 
of the union, and a strenuous organising 
campaign must be initiated to reach theso 
unorganized shops. 
Thus Local No. 26 has two problems to 
solve in preparation for this season: to 
have tha protocol revised in the sense of 
securing needful. Improvement from tho 
Dress and Waist Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, and to tackle the unorganised shops. 
The local Is working up a vigorous move-
ment- Preparations ar* being made; shop 
meetings, momber meetings and mass-
meetings are being held. All quekUons 
and proposed changes art being -carefully 
considered and discussed by the members. 
* " ' 
- And Newark has not been forgotten. 
Newark, so near to New York, has 10,000 
waist, drew, white goods and kimono 
workers. Every manufacturer who finds 
that ho cannot keep his employees-com-
pletely under his thumb, and that the good 
old time of Industrial autocracy has dis-
appeared, 'moves his plant out of New 
York. Many of this type have established 
-themsolyea In- Newark. 
We have no objection to their change 
of location. Under proper conditions It 
would rather benefit the workers of New-
ark. But thia sort or employer has no 
desire to benefit tho people of Newark; he 
moves his plant In order to carry on his 
exploitation of the worker* unchecked by 
the onion. The International-has now 
placed organizers in that field to prevent 
Newark from being a center of non-union 
and scab work. The workers of Newark 
are entitled to higher wages and shorter 
ational will ate to it 
. :Krough organization. 
. . • ; . 
A movement has been started among the 
walstmakers of Boston. In 1913 Local No. 
49 conducted a general strike and the 
association of employers In that trade 
signed an agreement with the union. 
granting a number of Owing 
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however to various circumstances the fruit 
of the victory slipped away from tho hands 
of the workers and the entire arrangoment 
fell Into disuse. 
Ever aloce then Local No. 49 hai been 
a lethargic condition, receiving no 
wholehoarted support from the majority 
of tho workers In the trade. But now the 
situation Is undergoing a change. A spirit 
of activity has set In among the people. 
Shop meetings and mass-meotlngs are tak-
ing place. It Is to be hoped that this time 
the workers will have learned their lesson 
and will slick to the union, In tho realisa-
tion that only through well-organized and 
powerful unions can the wage-earners se-
cure permanent Improvements. 
' • • • 
Thus 1 have-h^thls short time devoted 
much of my time to tho waist, dress and 
children dressmakers. The present la a 
favorable time In these trades. The sea-
son Is expected to begin about January 15, 
and there are good prospects of uplirtlng 
the workers and establishing the locals on 
a secure basis. 
I have also looked Into tho condition of 
all tha locals to New York. It la bitter 
slack iust BOW. This Is naturally to Our 
,i arc disadvantage—ft condition which 
powerless to control. 
Bofore concluding I wish to refer to our 
locals of corset workers In Bridgeport, 
Conn. These now organizations are active 
and energetic, and an effort Is being made 
lo enrofl the remaining unorganized work-
ers. Our local In New Haven has under-
taken, with the assistance of International 
organiser Vice-President Pierce, to spread 
tbe net of organisation among the non-
union corset workers. Under the direction 
of tho International Mood work Is also 
being done In Springfield. Mass,, where a 
strong local has been buildup. 
Many committees from various. locals 
have been attended to and helped with, 
word and deed. 
Lmay mention that 1 have received every 
courtesy and kindness from tho office staff, 
who have thus lightened my task and ren-
dered it more pleasant, 
I must also refer to the praisawortby 
effort* of the New York vice-presidents of 
the International, who havo. responded to 
every call and have punctually attended 
all the meetings convened to consider and 
dispose of Important qQwiiona. 
• • . • - . 
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« of the spring season of 1JU 
a parallel presents Itaolf quite forcibly to 
our minds between tho coming midwinter 
Cooper Union on December J7th. where 
some of the demands presented to the 
manufacturers of New York—Iho proposed 
amendments to the protocol signed In 1913 
month, and tbe memorable days of Jan- -""'f™™^ ™ f,lD8 0 t 1 9 " ^ 
uary and February of 1*13. when the waist « ™ d » l * ' ° ? ^ e l r substance and value uary and *eoruary 
and dress makers and- the women and men 
In the kindred lines of the ladles' garment 
Industry waged a battle royal for & better 
living. The stirring days that gave pow-
fill unions to the walstmahers and the 
Its goods girls and planted a nucleus of 
organisation In the olhor drew lines are 
no* yet blurred In our memories. Tho ex-
;ences of 1913 will undoubtedly prove 
immense profit In the new and coming 
for economic Improvements. 
The closing week.of the year has s o u 
mass meetings in the big ball/of 
Cooper Union. The walstmakera wore 
foremost on the firing line. Local No. 25 
forces *t 
lo view of the steadily mounting cost of 
living. Dissatisfaction has gradually In-
creased among the workers and tho feeling 
Is that \the -time Is rtim for a thorough 
rchaullng of relations, an increase In wages 
and strengthening tbe control of the Union 
in the shops of tho Association. The waist 
and dress makers of Now York aro deter-
mined to prove to the world that they have 
tbe courage and the solidarity to present 
their demands and grievances in an up-
right way, to right for them. If necessary. 
In connection with their plans tho grow-
ing importance of Newark as a waist and 
dress center la 
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Since tbe phenomenal growth of the Waist 
Makers' Union many employer* have 
opened shops in Newark. On many occa-
sions manufacturers involved In a dlsputo 
with the Union have solved their dlfflcuU 
ties by migrating across the Hudson into 
'Essex County. This danger to the sta-
bility or the orflBjaXatlon was recognised 
by the Irfternatlonal Union and an organ-
ising movement started In. Newark. Quito 
recently the General Office has taken up 
this matter in real earnest. Two Interna-
tional organizers are now in Newark and 
Newark will not be a haven of. non-Union-
Ism any longer. 
Another Cooper Union meeting was that 
of the White Goods Workors, Local No. 6fi. 
on December 23rd. This local renewed lta 
agreement with the Association of the Cot-
ton Garment Manufacturers last winter. 
According to the" terms of the contract the 
girls warn to receive another raise of a half 
a dollftron January 1st, 1916. One of the 
purposes of tbls gathering was to Inform 
the trade concerning tbls raise and take 
steps that this increase Is not dodged or 
delayed In any of the shops of the Asso-
ciation. Another Important purpose in 
view i« to make a signal effort at thla 
mooting to complete the organising of the 
white goods workers In all shops that havo 
not yet come Into line. Among the 
speakers who addressed these meetings 
were Congressman Meyer London, Assem-
blyman ,1 . M. Shtplacoff; International 
President Schlesinger, General Secretary-
Treasurer Aii. Baroff, and S. Polakoff. 
The third big meeting In Cooper Union 
waa that of the Children's Dress Makors' 
Union on December 30th. The tireless 
efforts of the General Office to maintain 
the organisations of the children's dress-
makers and wrapper and kimono makers 
have not beon In vain. Tlieso trades have 
gone through such a continuous series of 
adversities, unprecedented, slack and bitter 
persecution that their survival Is a matter 
of surprise. Tbo General Offlco has given 
them generous assistance during these sea-
sons In the hope that Booner or later It 
will bo possible to place them on a healthy 
footing, The General Executive Doard de-
cided that the coming spring season is well 
suited for a genera) movement In theso 
trades, and special organisers were ap-
pointed. The response of the workers was 
exception a Hy enthusiastic and encouraging. 
RESOLUTION BY THE ITAUAN ADVISORY 
BOARD OF LOCAL N*. « 
Whereas, Brother Baroff has been con-
nected with t ie organisation for the past 
seven years; and 
Whereas, During that time he has dem-
onstrated his ability to direct the interests 
of our workers without partiality aa to 
nationality; aad^ 
Whereas, Ha has been elected Secretary-
Treasurer of our International Union and 
has therefore been obliged to leave our 
organization, we, the Italian Advisory 
Board of. the Ladles' Waist and Dress-
makers' Union. 
Resolve, Thst while we deeply regret his 
leaving us w« rejoice at bis election and 
wish Brother Baroff every success In hta 
new position, thus evincing to him the 
esteem, confidence and high appreciation 






LUCY DI B LAN DA 
LETTERS FROM CHICAGO 
Brother P. Flikler writes: 
"Chicago affairs are gradually Improv-
ing. It is true that tbe past fall season, 
was far from satisfactory, bot we are not 
kicking, and .If tbe coming spring season 
will be a fair one we are sure to come out 
on top. Yon must not lose sight of the 
fact that after all, our cloakmakers have 
been conducting a union on a big scale 
only for a short while. 
"As you well know, we have here two 
employers' associations. We are getting 
on quite peacefully with the bigger asso-
ciation—the Chicago Cloak and Suit Asso-
ciation. We ire. however, having enough 
trouble with the smaller association, the 
North Side people. They behaved pretty 
well while there was work in the shops, 
but on the advent of tbo slack season some 
of their members began to discriminate 
against our better men. There la an em-
ployer here, by name B. Bonutein, who 
employed about one hundred men in his 
place. A shcrt time ago be announced 
that he was going to lay off ten men, and 
when the anion restated this he announced 
that he was giving up manufacturing al-
together and was entering th^ Jobbing-
• 
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el offered to give thin mat ter over to 
but he refused. The union 
was therefore compelled to take up this 
lockout; and, a s we understand, hi* aim 
ia t o harass u s a t tbe present slack t ime 
and commence work again with the s tar t 
of the season. We are told tha t he la a t 
present doing some ot his work in New 
York on the quiet and wo expect the New 
York-locals to prevent blm hur t ing our 
people hero by his unfair, strike-break log 
methods. 
"Soma montba ago we advised the 
Ladles' Tallora, Local No. 7 1 . to invest 
their small treasury in the services of an 
organiser In order to pu t the local on a 
better standing. They followed our ad-
vice and have Increased their membership 
considerably. There are approximately a 
thousand moo working In this t rado In 
Chicago, and there exists hero an . inde-
pendent tai lors ' union tha t has a few shops 
under Its control. The executive boards 
of those two tailors ' unions met a short 
time ago and decided to amalgamate , that 
is, to hav» Loc.i ,\-0. n merge with their 
organisation. Naturally, I did* not cherlab 
the plan a t the beginning, but It appears 
to me now quite a practical propor t ion . 
The- membership of that unlbn consists 
largely of Bohemian and German workers, 
and our people, are confident that tbey will 
soon bo able to ooftvjnce them ot the ex-
pediency of joining the International 
Union. 
"Local No. 6fl. Walstmakers of Chicago. 
1 have a small membership. They have 
a dance here recontly and have made 
money. Tbey ' a re call ing a tnass-
meetlng now and are going In s t rong for 
organization work, To be sure, the cloth-
log str ike Is hampering our work. Quite 
recently throe of our girls wero arrested 
for a t e r r i b l y "cr ime"; they wererfound 
distributing agitation leaflets In front of ' 
the shops. 
"Local No. 60. White Goods and Kinwno 
Workers , are in a niueh better condition. 
Their meetings are well at tended. The 
girls of the Herxog shops belong to this 
local. We have had a dispute In that shop 
about raises for thair cutters and have 
settled It last week through. Mr. Williams 
who acted as mediator. Now we expect to 
exert a s tronger influence In favor of a 
ra i se for the. girls with the co-operation 
backbone of the shop." 
Brother Ab. Disno. Chief Clerk for tbe 
Chicago Cloakmakera- Union, has"'mailed 
President SchJeslnger a copy of the follow-
ing letter sent by the union to J u j g e 
Mack. Chairman of the Chicago Board o t 
Arbitration for the Cloak and Suit trade. 
The letter embodies suggestions concern-
ing practical mat ters which have caused 
misunderstanding between the union and 
the manufacturers, and reads: 
Hon. Julian W. Mack, 
Chairman of the Board of Arbitration 
under agreement of International Ladles' 
Garment Workers ' Union with Chicago 
Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Associa-
tions. 
Dear Judge ; 
The award of your board, under the ar-
bitration agreement between the above-
named parties a s announced by you on 
September,24th, 1916, has been In opera 
tlon since tbe da te of announcement to the 
end of the season. We a re pleased to say 
that In the main, it has been working with 
satisfactory results, bu t a s was to be ex-
pected. It has disclosed some deficiencies. 
In tbo mat ters that have not been provided 
for therein, or In provisions which have 
not been sufficiently explicit, which we 
deem very desirable, as a result of which. 
difference of opinion Is constantly aris-
ing as to wha t some of the provisions 
mean, or wha t Is prohibited and what 1B 
pofmltted u n d e r the t e r m s of tho award. 
Wo would, therefore, ask of you, dear 
Judgo, to kindly call a meeting of the 
Hoard of Arbitration to consider the ad-
visability of embodying and making a part 
of the agreement as contained in your 
award, somo o f ' t h e mat te r s contained in 
the subjoined suggestions and recoumen 
at Ions: 
lib We find that lack of provlaiowa in your find 
inga for a method of disciplining' o&endera who arc 
found lo hare violated the proviaiona of .the agree-
ment tcautla In (ravins an orTcndiiis manufacturer 
in a petition where be haa lott nothing by bavins 
disregarded the proviaiona of tbe a«TMmcat, *nd 
on the other hand, the member of anj of our uniona 
i- irriiu-'.t[j punished wo aeverely for a minor 
otTcnir. bee-anae there i* no proeliioe lev any fine 
or penally which would be proportionate to' the 
oflenae. We would, therefore, recommend that aorne 
provision" be made by your Board empowering the 
Adjpalment Board to impose tinea in a graded 
manner, whkh ahould bear »me trillion to' tbe 
offrnae en'njmilied. The Tinea may eonaitt either 
of payment of a -§**•! ><m of money, or tn tbe 
laying, off or auapending of the work lor a abort 
i^iiwf of time, iay a day or mote. The money 
finca collected tbould go to a common treaaury of 
the parliea to tbe agreement and ahould be applied 
toward .be payment of the Joint eapenae. of the 
part i n hereto. 
2nd. While the award" iropliea the exialeoce of 
the office Of a ahop chairman. Ilia dutlea or power* 
clearly defined. Cwtreveraie. frequently 
• 
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a r m >• l o whether * given action o n the part o l a 
shop d u b - n a n it justified or permitted by the term* 
o( the agreement. Case* have occurred where m»n 
functlosunjt a t shop chairmen have been .discharged 
because the person concerned, honestly' believing 
that It was hia duty to do • certain act , was held 
by the employer not to h ive bean Justified in act-
lug »» he- did and the man suffered the penalty. 
The adoption of a set of rules explicitly defining the 
functions a i d power* of a ahop chairman would 
remedy thia difficulty, if not entirely eradicate it. 
We aubmii herewith a draft of rule* for ihop 
chairmen for j o u r conlide ration. 
Ird. W e would alio suggest that a rule be 
adopted, providing that the price committee with 
whom Ihc employer ia l o deal in fixing prices on 
garments ia l o be only a commitlee selected at a 
•hop meeting arranged br the union. 
4th. Since the announcement of your award, the 
Council oC Conciliation of the cloak industry in *:<•* 
York City have again taken op the matter of over-
time, which you will recollect, was rcaerred for 
farther consideration at the time of our hearing In 
Chicago, nod. hare decided that no overtime work 
•hall be done on Saturday!. We would aik for a 
similar ruling In Chieaxo, both for the aake of e s -
tablishing uniformity asnLffclso for the take of the 
desirability of.prevcnlingTovcrtime work, aa far aa 
powlbte, i n i n indoi irr anlTsrinf such cb.ron.te Jsck-
of work I I b ours. 
SiK To make the provision for equal distribution 
of work among the workera (page t of the printed 
report of i h e award) effective and lo better inaure 
the carrying out of the aame, we would recommend _ 
that the role should be ealended to apply to Vir" 
employer in case an employer doea any part of the 
work himaetf. or to any employer who i t . acting 
either a i • vice-principal, or a week "worker who l$-f 
temporarily required to do work ordinarily done by 
piece workiera, a i for instance, a aample worker who 
ia given" the work'of a cloak operator or of an • 
ordinary piece work finisher. We take it that the 
iplrit ol the award la to aa far aa poaaible eo,n*Jire 
the opportunity for each employee to participate In 
the work that it to be. done; so that the earning* 
may be aa nearly equal among all employee* tar-
ing Ihe alack aeaion aa practicable among any 
group of mtn doing the aame work. We believe 
thai the; adoption of the above rule would tend to 
Insure aueh equality of earnings. 
• lh . We And a great deal of 
our membera t,> accept-the office ol ai 
becanae of a feeling that in accepting anch office 
he la icopardliing- hi a position a» an employee in a 
given ahop. Aa above atated, employer* claim the 
right to discharge a ahop chairman because of error 
of judgment on hia part, in believing thai a certain 
duty devolved upon him aa ahop chairman tn acting 
in a certain manner, which did not meet with the 
approval o f i h e employer who exeftriscd hia power 
of discharge, 
We would recommend the adoption of a role Ibat 
would prohibit the discharge of a ahop chairman 
for any action which come* within the defined 
power (a* above recommended) of *uch ahop chair-
man. A alDtiiar rule l« apply to membcra of the 
price committee, and where discharge it dealred by 
an employer, he ahould first file complainl again*! 
such person with the Adjustment Hoard and the 
power of discharge be lodged wiih inch Board. 
• 
7th. Thai the naion* be furnished with the name* 
and addresses of contractors employed by manu-
facturers or members of the asioeiaiion, and the 
r w V o l equal disiribotion of work should be applied 
lo auch contractor* by l i v ing out such proportion 
of Work to contractors aa the proportion of the 
number of their employee* bear* to the number ol 
employee* of the inside ahop. The acbedule of 
price* foe week workers and the standards In fixing 
piece work should be the aame a s those of the 
inside shops. N o new contractor or sub-manufac-
turer should be given work by any employer during 
the alack season. The term "slack season" Is here-
by meant the period between the . . . . day of the . . . . 
to the . . . . day of . . . . for the spring season and 
the day of to the day of 
for the winter season. A contractor's ahop Is 
hereby defined to be a place where cat garments 
are made for a manufacturer. A sub-manufacturer'* 
• hop la hereby defined to be a place where the 
employer receives cloth and other material* for the 
manufacture of ladles* garments from another manu-
facturer or jobber and is converting sach materials 
into ready-made garment! and selling the tame 
hack to the manufacturer or jobber from whom he 
purchased or received such materials. 
• lb . In eases where the union chsrges an em-
ployer with doing work for a strike-bound house, 
ihe work Is 10 be Immediately (topped and in such 
case, a stoppage of work la not i o be considered an 
infraction of the provisions of the agreement pro-
hibiting the calling of any shop strike or general 
strike (pages 10 and 11 of the Report). The ques-
tion whether the work done is or is not done for a 
.Strike bound concern, like any other question, It 
subject to investigation and decision by the Adjust' 
meat Board. 
ttli. T o permit a jusf distribution for*ihc purpose 
of avoiding disputes as to who may be entitled to 
do certain pressing work in a given *bop, the fol-
lowing s&ould be adopted a t a definition for the f 
classification of work to be done by presaers and 
nnderpreasert: All noderpressers are to be entitled 
l o press all the open seams on lined, half-Iincd-and 
unlined garments , including the seams of the 
sleeves, nrmholcs, shonldert, necks, etc., and do all . 
other pressing on the garments that may be re-
quired Ihereon before the br ing or'finiihing of the 
aame by "hand. 
10. For the better enforcement of the provision* 
hereof, w e recommend the adoption of a rule that 
whenever i n employer, being- a member of the 
Manufacturer*' Association, refuses to abide by the 
decision of toe Adjustment Board, or, in tbe event 
of ati appeal from such decision, foils or refuses to 
abide hy the final decision rendered by the Board 
of Arbitration, then such employer should forfeit al l 
rlghta. or benrfiu hereunder and ihe prohibition of 
strike should not obtain as to such employer. 
Vary trnly yours, 
JOINT BOARD. CHICAGO CLOAKMAKERS' 
UNION OP CHICAGO. 
. 
CHANCES IN BALTIMORE 
T h i n g s a r e t a k i n g a f a v o r a b l e t a r n f a 
B a l t i m o r e f o r l h « c l o a k m a k e r s . T b e u n -
p l e a s a n t a n d c h a o t i c c o n d i t i o n s o f t h » l a s t 
t e n m o n t h s h a v o f o r t u n a t e l y p a s s e d a w a y 
a n d t h e a c t i v e m e n o f t h e l o c a l a r e a x a l n 
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a t the helm, building up the organisation. 
Brother A. Brightateln, for many year* 
counseled with the local, was again elected 
business agent and has assumed charge of 
the office. Th«*problem In- Baltimore to-
day Is the organisation of the shirt t rade , 
a trade which has become a slr l ' s t rade. 
Of course, this makes It ra ther difficult for 
organisation work and the local It now In 
search of a woman organiser lo help them 
A PROMISING WABST LOCAL IN WORCESTER 
For a young local, the new Worcester 
local No. 43 fs get t ing along very nicely. 
The waist and white goods girls of Wor-
cester will be enrolled In the union before 
long. Next month a big mass meeting 
will take place a t which General Secretary 
Baroff Is booked to speak. In passing, It 
might be said that, the organisation cam-
paign now undertaken In Boston among 
the waletmakurs will hove 1U effect on the 
wRlst situation in Worcester as well, as 
the Worcester employers look up to Boston 
as a, ru le .and watch conditions there. 
The group of corset girls which Miss 
Schndderman has organized during last 
orcester among the employees of 
Worcester Corset Company, 
keeps intact, meeting occasionally under 
the guidance or a committee, of ' the Central 
Labor Union. They a re determined to 
s t a r t a big campaign among the i r co -
workers Just an soon as the season begins 
In January . _ J — 
LOCAL N.. I OPENS A RAND SCHOOL CLASS 
FOR MEMBERS 
T h e Hand School courses of the Inter-
national Onion have not been renewed this 
year. It appeared upon close Investiga-
tion that the response of the locals to this 
educational proposition was not what It 
ought to have- been and the attendance 
Blumped down considerably toward the end 
of the course. 
However, Individually, sotuo locals 
thought the scheme worth while, and now 
tb-e Cloak Operators, Local No. 1, has 
contracted f o r a flfty-men course with the 
East Side Branch of the Rand School ft>r 
the entire winter. They have the class in 
session already and expect to get good re-
m i t s from It. • . . . . - . - -y-
. 
A DEPARTMENT OP RESEARCH AT THE RAND 
SCHOOL 
The unions of our International, who 
have In the recent past conducted Investi-
gations Into their t rade conditions, will be 
interested In the fact that the Rand 
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School, Now York'* workers' college, has 
OHlablishccl in connection with that insti-
tution a Department of Research, the ob-
ject at which Is to contribute to tho labor 
movement the scientific Information and 
support 'of which It stands In so urgent 
need and for the production of whlch_ it 
has at present no organliailon of Its 
own. Among tho many concrete problems 
that our own orgirffSiitlons have had to 
race In the' past few years, wero the ques-
tions of standardization of trade condi-
tions In tho float: and suit and wnlst and 
dress Industries, which required very costly 
Investigations that tho unions had to pay 
for In part. For this Information thc-
labor movement had to rely hitherto upon 
outsldo or temporary agencies which In 
their nature placo limitations upon the* 
nature and result of the work. The or-
ganisation of this department ought to be-
welcomed by the labor movement of the 
country as the attainment of a now, pow-
erful weapon In Its hands, which will place 
at Its disposal the' valuable facts under-
lying the economic disabilities ot Joe 
working class and their remedies. 
RESOLUTION ON CIVIC RIGHTS FOR 
JEWISH PEOPLE 
Adopted by the A. Pi of I.. Convention at 
Resolution No. 113—Ry Delegates Ben-
jamin Schloslngor and 8. polakoff, of the 
International Ladles' Garment Workers' 
Union; Max Zuekerraan of the United 
Cloth Hat and Cap Makers of North 
America; Jacob Cold stone, of the Bakery 
and Confectionery Workers' International 
Union: 
WHEREAS, It has been the good for-
tune of th« people of the United States to 
be comparatively free from the turmoil of 
the European strife. Ha hatreds and pre-judices; and 
WHEREAS, The people and the Govern-
ment of the United States are In a position 
to exercise « beneficent influence In aiding 
tho world to lay a foundation for a durable 
and permanent peaca based upon Justice 
to all; and 
WHEREAS, In some of tho countries 
of Europe the Jewish people are still de-
prived or elementary. Political and civic 
rights, be It 
RESOLVED. That the American Fodera-
I I , tton of Labor requests the Government of 
"tho United States to urgo upon the gov-
ernments of tho nations of other coun-
tries to cease discriminations wherever It 
exists and now practiced against the Jew-
ish people; and be It further 
RESOLVED, That the same appeal be 
made by the American Federation of La-
bor to the organized workers of all nations. 
The committee recommended concur-
rence In the resolution as amended and 
that if adopted the resolution be referred 
to tho delegates to the Labor Peace Con-
ference, when selected. 
A motion was^mado and seconded to 
adopt the report of the committee. 
President Gompers: Brother Bavin, 
Fraternal Delegate from the British Trade 
Union Congress, Informed mo while chair-
man Ferklna^ was reading this resolution, 
that the British Trade Union Congress at 
Its sesjlon last September adopted a reso-
lution of a similar character, urging upon 
the government of Great Britain that the 
principles and declarations contained in 
tho resolution should be urged and 
pressed Upon the governments which are 
offending against that principle. 
The motion to adopt the report of the 
committee was carried, 
JOHN B. LENNOX'S PLAN OF TAILORS' 
AMALGAMATION 
John B. Lennon, Treasurer of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor and a member 
of the Journeymen Tailors' Internationa) 
Union, has submitted a plan oi eventually 
amalgamating the unions In the tailoring 
Industry; namely, Journeymen Tailors, 
Garment Workers and Ledles'' Garment 
Workers. The plan, according to the A. 
F. of L. News Letter, Includes the follow-
ing; features: 
The three internationals create a per-
manent conference committee to meet at 
least four times each year to consider ways 
and means to Jointly promote the Interests 
of tho Interested workers. 
That all questions must receive a unani-
mous vote, or, In other words, the repre-
sentatives of one union can veto action. 
In cities where only one International 
has a local, thla local may admit to mem-
bership Dersons eligible to either of the 
three Internationals. 
Jurisdiction questions shall be referrad 
to a sab-commlttce which shall "endeavor 
by persuasive methods to'settle the ques-
tion." 
During strikes or lockouts members-of 
• * -
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unions not directly involved shall not work 
at affected places. 
TWi? conference committee shall have 
poweY^to extend the scope of Its duties 
after the plan ha* been ratified by the 
three Internationals. 
Treasurer Lennon submits this plan In 
the hope that the discussion will develop a 
friendship and understanding necessary for 
the formation of one great and powerful 
international union "which would guaran-
tee to each section of the trade that self-
government that would .protect the Interest 
of all. T* 
Of Interest to Cloak Trade of New York 
Council of Conciliation to Meet on January 11th 
. 
Mayor's Council of Conciliation in 
the cloak, suit and skirt Industry of New 
York Is scheduled to meet on the n t h of 
this month to consider matters referred to 
It by the union. The requests, briefly 
below, had been first aubmlt-
to the association In conference, but 
« parties failed to come to an agreement. 
The union's requests were. In substance. 
as follows: 
1. Where manufacturers are proved to 
have violated the minimum standards for 
piece workers, agreed upon between them 
and the price committers, such manufac-
turers shall be required to make good to 
the employees the difference between the 
price stipulated'and the price paid. The 
association .conceded this point 
In the case of weok workers the asso-
ciation was satisfied that where the stipu-
lated scale was- not observed, tbo em-
ployees shall be on title*! to back pay for 
the one week only during which complaint 
H i Bled, but tho union desires full pay. 
I . The employees shall be entitled to e 
specified bonus for sample duplicates made 
for aalesmen. for the reason that oxtra 
care has to be taken hi making these par-
ticular garments. A certain percentage 
above' price la now In vogue, but presum-
ably there is no understanding or rulo. for 
determining the precise extra amount. 
No agreement was arrived at on th 
question of registration of outside con 
tractors—a point of much Importance to 
the workers. The position of the union Is 
that every manufacturer ought to be re-
sponsible for the conditions In the shops 
of his outside contractors, where his work 
Is being made, and have their names and 
addresses registered with the Board of 
Control. 
agreement 
llshment of a Joint Board of Control to 
enforce standards throughout the Industry. 
The precise functions and procedure of this 
board wero to be 'clearly defined at tho 
recent conferences, but the conferees could 
not agree; each side placing a different 
interpretation on the Intentions of the 
council In this provision. 
4. This point relates to the question of 
preference to members of the union, which 
had been embodied la tho protocol of 1910 
and retained in the new agreement of 
July, 1915. 
Preference to union workers Is one of 
the basic principles of the peace pact be-
tween the union and the employers. 
Without tt the union can exercise no 
proper control or Influence over Its mem-
bers. It baa been laid down by the Board 
of Arbitration in the waist and dress In-
dustry that preference means not only 
that the union worker Is preferred in get-
ting employment, but In retaining his or 
her employment at the end of tho season 
In. preference to the non-union worker. 
Tho association contends that the pref-
erence clause applies only to the time of 
hiring employees, while the dictates of 
ordinary common sense render the prefer-
ential clause.appHcable at all times; other-
wise the employer does not really main-
tain a union shop as provided for.' 
A clear decision on these points Is of 
vital importance to the workers. Without 
a thorough understanding on such vital 
matters It cannot be said that the agree-
ment framed by the Council of Conciliation 
on July last Is In proper operation. The 
union believes that the council will have 
no difficulty In .arriving at a satisfactory 
conclusion,, 
:.: 
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Toward Unity in the Labor Movement 
WHAT STANDS Of THE WAY? 
ft, 
By A. ROSEBURY 
That unity la the labor movement Is a 
consummation much to ho desired baa 
never been questioned. All agree that 
closer unity 1« an urgent necessity, and 
that the soone/ we can manage to bring 
It about the better for the Interest of tiio 
working class. What tben aro the dlflV 
cultlea In the way? Are existing differ-
ence* ao deep as to render joint ac*.Ion for 
certain set purposes Impossible, and ani -
mate unity hopeless? 
Pessimists, dogmatists and Irreconcil-
able*, bellevo that co-operation Is impossi-
ble even In matters on which the various 
sections and schools of thought agree. For 
ycam they have been In the habit of seeing 
splits and secessions caused by the slight-
est difference, of oplnfof, and to t tem any 
suggestion for closer unity In the labor 
movement Is held to be Utopian. But such 
people may be grouped with those who 
loam nothing and forget everything. If 
wo were to Institute a thorough Inquiry 
wo should And them both In nuraters and' 
Influence a negligible quantity. Their 
number Is diminishing year by year. When 
a few year's ago the subject of closer unity 
came to be discussed In socialist ard trade 
union circles In Great Britain the attitude 
of the irreconcllablos, notwithstanding their 
presumed powerful Influenco, cotitd not 
prevail against the merging of forces In 
the Labor Parly, and they were Uft tar 
behind the march of events. 
The charactorlstlc of tho Irreconcilable 
Is stubbornness. We sometimes call It 
(ttuntlclsui. and In tiio •hallow ant] Ignor- . 
an t~—prejudice, tt l a t he attitude of peo-
ple who claim that only their sociological 
theories are the truth and nothing but the 
troth. I t is the mental trait of the ex-
tremist, or rather the egotist. Stubborn-
ness is invariably centered oh self and 
speedily develops intolerance, >blttorness. 
and recrimination. There ought to be no 
place for such In the labor movement, 
which Is essentially a movement for bet-
terment, and as such must avail itself of 
overy opportunity. It cannot sacrifice 
positive present achieve men ta to future 
possibilities. 
Happily, all sections of the labor move-
ment have been, within recent years, con-
verging toward this point of view. The 
best proof, if proof were needed. Is that 
prominent socialists bavo rallied whole-
heartedly to the support of every move-
ment to improve working conditions, and 
that leading trade unionists, oven Presi-
den* Qompera himself, have urged political 
support for such staunch Socialist Party 
men as Harrlman In Los Angeles and 
Meyer London, and A. Shlplacoff In New 
York. Thus the attitude of Irreconcilable 
extremists la spontaneously brushed aside 
by the exigencies of practical life which are 
superior to any theory. 
in evory-day experience persons diverg-
ing in political and sociological theories 
often agree in practical matters. It would 
be tragic and ludicrous it people so dis-
agreeing wcro to refuse to make common 
causo'when threatened by a common en-
emy. Even hostile parties join hands and 
form coalition governments In time of 
national crisis; and for the time being dl-
vergont political theories scorn as If non-
existent * * 
In face of our common raccny the diver-
gent sections of tho labor movement are 
precisely In a position necessitating com-
mon defence and joint action for set pur-
poses and definite alms, Howover precious 
their ideals might be regarding Iho future, 
they are not Justified in maintaining an 
absolute cleavage. Two hostile camps ren- . 
dor their common enemy more powerful. 
while co-operation In practical matters on 
which they do not dloogrco would bo at-
tended by Immense benefit to both. 
. Tho labor movement la passing through • 
a great crisis. I t may emerge therefrom 
purer, stronger and more stable. Its Ideas 
may. And permanent realization In tho so-
cial conscience of nations. We hope for 
tho best. But In the meantime we are 
confronted by a menace that cannot be 
regarded with a light heart. 
Just now not a fow cherished notions 
are In the crucible of the world war. Prior 
to June, 1914, the labor movement la all 
countries grew steadily in numbers and 
influence. Never was its advanced wing— 







future; Tor until then i t had made rapid 
str ides In Europe and America. Ha ad-
herents had always feared war and bad 
denounced it In unmeasured terms. Party 
leadors In Germany, Franco, Italy, Eng-
land. Belgium had felt convinced that the 
steadily rrowlnn Influence of their parties 
would make the government! think twice 
before plunging Into It. But what actually 
happened need not hore b« repeated. 
Almost a year and a hntf haa elapsed 
since the hopes of progressive people 
everywhere, that the p«ac« of the world 
depended In a large m e u i i r e on the or-
ganlsed socialist and trade union workers, 
were shattered. Moreover, the shock orig-
inally felt a t the reversal of long-cherished 
convictions passed long ago.. We have 
gradually become accustomed to the un-
pleasant fact. We try to explain It away 
and take comfort In hopes of reconstruc-
tion after the war that mast for a long 
time remain wishes. 
And so much Is the world now inter-
twlnod, commercially. Intellectually and 
morally, that oven our own peaceful United 
State*, notwithstanding their safe distance 
from the scenes of conflict, has been In-
fected with tho fevor tha t Is raging on the 
other side. . The accursed thing has actu-
ally .•truck terror Into sincere, llberty-
lovlug minds. Men's thoughts are upset 
here as they have been In Europe, and In 
social Ideas It Is fast becoming doubtful 
whither we a re drifting. Are we beading 
toward greater freedom and more extended 
democracy, or going back imperceptibly to 
the tyranny 8hd despotism of the Middle 
AgOKT 
THE OUTLOOK IN EUROPE 
.In Europe war topics a re absorbing sole 
attention, even among the organized work-
ers. Very meager reports have reached us 
from Germany aa to the relations of em-
ployers and their employees. The Inter-
national Federation of Trade Villous cen-
tered In Berlin has so far furnished us 
with no other Information than that r e -
lating to relief work and financial support 
dispensed to the families bereaved by the 
war. Industrial warfare sod the class 
struggle seem to have utterly ceased In 
practice, even though they may still linger 
In theory. Of course we can guess tha t 
the government has Its finger In almost 
evory Industrial plo and that military con-
trol has been largely substituted for civil 
right, 
In England, on the contrary, tho class 
'struggle, which was nevor much Insistod 
on in theory In the great trado unions, 
has been much in evidence during the 
war. We have It on the undoubted au-
thority of Mr. Amnions, the fraternal dole-
gate to the San Francisco convention of 
the American Federation of Labor from 
the British Trade Union Congress, that the 
numerical strength of the trade organisa-
tions In tha t country now stands a t 3,600,-
000, with a probable 400,000 that havo 
not been registered under the Trade Union 
Act. 
The official figures for 1911, given In the 
report of the International Trade Union 
Secretariat, were about 3,010,000; so that 
the war. In spite of assiduous recruiting, 
haa not diminished the organised ranks. 
Feverish industrial activity and tho doter-
nilnetlon to hold their own, even against 
the government, have tended to Increase 
the organised strength, particularly In 
trades engaged in war supplies. In tho 
midst of a very acute crlsjs definite nows 
Is tJOttand tha t tho Minors' Federation, 
the National Union of Rallwaymen and tho 
National Transport Workers ' Union havo 
formed an alliance for offensive and do-
fonslvQ purpose*. In matters -respecting 
wages and conditions of labor. The nu-
merical strength of this allied organization 
represents a membership of some 2,000,-
000. Plans for this alliance had boon 
matured before the war, and . tha t the war 
has lot shelved the proposition Is a splen-
did tribute to the sound leadership and 
practicality of the British trade onions. 
However, recent phases of trie war con-
stitute a constant menace to that Ingrained 
freedom of action which has been tho 
boast of Englishmen for more than a cen-
tury. In England It Is presumably a war 
to destroy militarism, bu t If it lasts, much 
longer It will have the en*ect of establish-
ing all the ugly features of a militarist 
system, and then, we ahall need very strong 
forces to grapple with it. 
The establishment of militarism and 
compulsion In -one of the freest countries 
on the face, of tho globe will mean a ter-
rific blow to democracy. That Is why con-
scription Is meeting with so much opposi-
tion from the forces of labor. The British 
trado unlmiu clearly perceive the meanlnft 
» 
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; 
of that sinister specter now stalking oror • 
Europe, and trying to overshadow Hie on-
tlre world as a result of the war. It has 
already In & mild form reached 'lie United 
States. But as too appetite grows on what 
it feeds, how are we going to bo suro that 
It will atop with this mild form? Who 
among us Is so wise as to foretell wbat 
further surprises this bitter conflict may 
develop before 1917T 
Unity in the British labor movoment has 
done a great deal to fortify the trade un-
ions again it the dark days during which 
they may have to pasa before the Industrial 
domocracy will reach the dawn of a . 
brighter day. ThoTfrltlsh Labor Party In 
Parliament, representing as It does both 
the socialist and trade union forces, has 
bsen a great factor In the progress and 
present achievements of the organized 
workers. Neither the government nor tho 
employing class can ignore tbolr wlsHes' 
and protests. Aggression on the-part of 
omployers or tho government only leads to 
closer unity, aa shown by the formation' 
of the alliance referred to above. 
la there any absolute reason why a slml-' 
lar system of unification losely binding 
together such bodlea as the Independent 
Labor Party, the trade- unions and other 
groups should not be copied by the labor 
forces In this country? S 
If we could only recognise that the 
various phases of human nature are a much 
deeper riddle than the wisest of ug can 
fathom in a generation; It we could only 
agree to do justice to our own limes and 
generation, the difficulties that apparently 
Btand in tho way would vanish as they 
have done In England. We can wall af-
ford to leave the fotur* to future genera-
tions. Let them fight It out among them-
selves- Perhaps If ail sections of tho labor 
movoment managed to get together and 
agree on a course of Joint action In ad-
vancement of Labor's Indisputable claims 
on society, they would set up an example 
and a beacon of light to future genera-
tions, 
Under the caption "International Peace 
and War" the Executive Council of the 
American Federation of Labor In IU re-
port to the San Francisco convention has 
this to say: 
"Of course, there will be bitterness en-
gendered from tho experiences and the re-
sults of the war.Nbut the workers every-
where will have to lay aside their preju-
dices and even emotions that are closoly 
related with their ideas. In order to co-
operate for the mutual welfare and com-
mon betterment of humanity. As mombers 
of a great world society all ot the interests 
of our lives are very closely entwined, and 
wo cannot, even If we desire, maintain our 
Interests Isolated. Either we must be 
united for our common advancement and 
our common protection or wo will be de-
fenseless against the plans and manipula-
tions ot the agents and. representatives of 
the great interests, for It may be depended 
upon that these interests will co-operate 
for* their own aggrandizement;'that they 
will not allow individual feelings to Inter-
fere with their ultimate purposes." 
Why cannot this common-sense state-
ment be carried Into actual practice In the 
political as wet! as economic field? If we 
cannot be united then we must surely re-
main defense-Iras. 
— 
Practical Work of Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
The practical sldo ot the board's work 
consists In a number of important activi-
ties, far-reaching in their effects, of which 
Its periodical shop Inspections comprise 
osly one division. Tbeso lnspecllona are 
so systematically arranged as to cover all 
shops (some 2.600) under Its Jurisdiction. 
Thus the board has divided the shops Into 
classes "A," "B," " C " and "D,"and there 




nual Inspections for sanitary purposes. 
Then there arc Inspections ot new lotts 
leased by manufacturers, and Investiga-
tion ot complaints. Tbe report says: 
• "Our methods of lnxpectlon are total-
ly different from tbe ordinary methods 
of Inspection of state and municipal 
departments. Inspectors are instructed 







with employers and with 
No attempt Is made to coino 
ID at unexpected times to find violations 
and to penalise manufacturers Tor them. 
Tho function of the Inspectors Is to* prevent 
violations Instead of merely detecting 
them. The principle which Is emphasized 
Is not detection of sanitary crimes, but 
prevention." 
As to the efficiency with which the work 
Inspection Is carried on. an extract from 
U tell its own 
-Anyone who at present visits and In-
spects the shops In tho two Industries 
under the Jurisdiction of the Joint Board of 
Sanitary Control Is agreeably surprised by 
their splendid sanitary condition and the 
great change which has been wrought In the 
matter of sanitation of the Industries dur-
ing the period of live years.. Not many 
years ago the cloak and suit and drees and 
waist shops were considered a menace to 
the health of the wr»rkera and a danger to 
public health. Homework was prevalent; 
sweatshop work was the order of the day; 
rollar shop* abounded; foot-power was I 
used almost universally: masses of the* 
shops were located on the East Bide In 
dingy, dark and draory tenements or old 
atyle loft buildings. The sanitary care, 
comforts .and cleanliness of the shops were 
entirely neglected, and the health of tho 
worker* greatly suffered from the condi-
tions under which tbsy were working. 
"At present tbure are only a dozen or 
moro shops which belong In Class "D"; no 
homework la to be found In the industry; 
the sweatshops linv^ been abolished; foot-
power Is In disuse: cellar shops have dis-
appeared; the majority of the shops are . 
located In the so-called "Fifth Avenue Dls-
trlcl," In light, airy and comfortable build-
ings; the sanitary oaro! comforts and clean-
Hncsa of the chops have Improved a hun-
dredfold, and the gain la health or the 
workers baa been considerable." 
Another practical activity of great value 
Is the fire protection work. On this the 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control since tho 
beglnulng of Its organisation upon the 
work of Are prevention and safeguarding 
of tho workers against the dangers of 
panics and fires In shops. 
Immediately after the general inspec-
tion of the Industry In January and Feb-
ruary, 1911, and before tho occurrence of 
.the Wolf and Asch Building Ores during 
that fateful winter, the board presented to 
tbe municipal authorities a list of build-, 
tags in which unsafe conditions were found 
by its Inspectors and the attention of those 
authorities was drawn to the fire dangers 
In these buildings. 
"SInco Its organization the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control has paid the greatest 
attention and has made strenuous efforts 
to combat the Indifference of the public to 
the Important problem of industrial fire 
protection and has worked hand In hand 
with tho .various authorities in tho efforts 
for $he Bafety of buildings and for the pre-
vention of the results of panics and Ores. 
"The Inspectors of the Joint Board of 
Sanitary Control were directed to discover -
the defects In buildings which would make 
them unsafe In case of Ores, to the inade-
quacy of various exits, to the.Improper 
placing of fire escapeH and drop ladders, to 
the abolition of Are trap exits, to widening 
the aisles In shops and to the Increase In 
the various protective measores. against 
fires In-buildings. 
- "The Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
wasi; instrumental in the passing by the 
State legislature of the bill croatlng the 
New York Stile Factory investigating Com-
mission and the appointment of tho Direc-
tor of the Board as Director of Investiga-
tion by the State Factory Commission. 
"Since I '• 1J there has hardly been a 
movement In tho state and city having In 
view the safeguarding of workers which 
had not tho active participation of the 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control or Its mem-
bers. \ , 
" W h c n W New York state Legislature 
passed the fire drill provision, Imposing 
the duty upon tho owners of shops to con-
duct fire drills In their shops nt monthly 
Intervals, tho Joint Board of Sanitary Con-
trol did not wait for tho munlclpnl and 
state departments to enter Into tho move-
ment, but organised a ore drill division 
with a force of Are drill Instructors and drill 
masters, and has succeeded in Inducing the 
manufacturers of 322 shops to conduct and 
maintain monthly fire drills. 
"While this law Is practically a dead 
letter outside of our Industries and while 
there are hardly 100 Are drills conducted 
throughout the whole city \n 
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trie*, th0 fire drill law In obeyed in at least 
400 factories belonging to our industries. 
"Tho work of the flro drill division con-
sists of monthly Are prevention inspection; 
Initial Instruction of. employees as to exit 
and escape; raonthjlffftrc drills." 
MEDICAL ACTIVITIES 
The following extracts from tho fifth an-
nual report on the work of tho medical 
division or the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control are extremely Interesting: 
"Early In 1912 the board doclded thai 
the sanitation of the Industry could not bo 
carried on successfully without an endeavor 
to Improve the health of the workers a't 
tho same time. In order to find out the 
health conditions among tho workers In 
the trade, 8 preliminary examination of 
.800 workers was made In 1912 which dis-
closed the prevalence' of physical defecU 
. and a greater evidence of pulmonary tuber-
culosis than should bo expected In the In-
dustry. 
"Since that time an agitation has been 
strenuously carried on among the various 
locals belonging to the International 
Ladles' Garment Workers' Union to estab-
lish physical examination of workers, to In-
duce IhQvarious locals to adopt some means 
by which alok members could be assisted and 
to devise a scheme by which members of 
the unions suffering from tuberculosis 
could bv taken out from .their shops and 
assisted to recover their health and be 
properly treated during a certain stage of 
their disease. 
"In March, 1913, the Cloak Presf-rs* 
Union, Local 35, having a membership of 
over 8,000, was the first to adopt a tuber-
culosis benefit which consisted In taxing 
member* of the union | 1 annually and 
assisting. each member suffering from 
tuberculosis with $150 to 1200 for the cost 
of a sojourn of from ton'to twenty weeks 
at a sanitarium in the Catsklll Mountains. 
"Since that time. Local 9, consisting of 
12,000 tailors and finishers, and Local 23, 
consisting of 7,000 skirl makers, have alto 
adopted a tuberculosa benefit. 
"In 1914 Local 35 also adopted a sick 
benefit, paying 15 a week for ten weeks to 
members of the union suffering from some 
acuto disease. 
"The examination of all members of the 
union nod the supervision and control of 
the various ti 
the locals Is vested In the- medJr«l division 
of the Joint Hoard of Sanitary Control. 
THE SCOPE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE . 
MEDICAL DIVISION 
Physical examination of any member ot 
the unions. v 
Examination of candidates for admission 
to Locals 35, 9 and 23. 
Supervision of sick benefit ot Local 35. 
Supervision of tuberculosis benefit of 
Locals 35, ? and 23. 
Supervision and control of tuberculous 
members of Locals 35, 9 and 23. 
Special dental oxaraIoatlons*ftid advlce-
Specfal eye rofraotlon examinations and 
advice. 
Special lung and chest examinations. 
Fluoroscopic and radiographic examina-
tions of Inns and chest. 
During the prcsont year tho work of the 
medical division has been greatly extended, 
and not only aro n large number of medical 
examinations made In the office but advice 
Is given by tho physicians of the board to 
all workers who come for examination. 
The offices of the board have been greatly 
extended, complete modern dlaRnosflc.In-
struments have boon installed, a thorough 
examination Is mode by the physicians of 
the board. Including special fluoroscopic' 
and radiographic examinations. The board 
also employs a dentist, an oculist, and a 
lung specialist for special examinations In 
these branches. 
During the summer of 1914 the United 
States Public Health Service conducted 
over 3,000 physical examinations In con-
junction with the medical division of the 
board. 
WORK DONE 
1912 5913 1914 1816 




Sick benefltaof Local 
36 examined 
Tuberculous mem-
bers of Locals 35, 
9 and 23 examined 
and supervised... 
13 Tl 93 43 
* - — 326 847 
31 
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AND NURSING SERVICE 
• 
tbo Industrial Board of the 
Department has established 
a rule that "In every factory employing 
more than ton persons. In which power-
driven machinery Is used for manufactur-
ing; there shall bo provided a first aid kit 
at all tlmea free of expense to employee*," 
and should also employ a'physician or 
nurse to Instruct workers In the use of the 
first aid equipment. 
In order to enable the manufacturers 
under the jurisdiction1 of the. Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control to comply with these 
rules and regulations a first aid box speci-
ally adaptod for the needle trades bos been 
devised and Ave hundred of these boxes 
were manufactured and filled and sold at 
cost price to the manufacturers In the In-
dustries. 
The Dress and Waist Manufacturers' 
Association has also consented to pay for 
the servlce-'of a trained nurse who Is ap-
pointed by the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control and- supplied and supervised by 
the Norses* Settlement of-265 Henry street. 
The nurse makes monthly visits to the 
shops, instructs responsible employees In 
the use of the first aid bos and its con-
tents, makes a general inspection of the 
health conditions of the women Workers 
and Rives such advice to them as is neces-
sary from. Umo to time. 
The cost of the work of the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control as for as the sanitary, 
fire prevention and educational activities 
are concerned. Is 115,000 per annum. This 
SUPPORT 
15.000 
sum Is contributed as follows 
Cloak.Sult and Skirt Menu 
Protective Association.. 
Joint Board of the Cloak and Skirt 
Makers' Unions 5,000 
Dress and Waist . Manufacturers' 
Association 2.500. 
Ladles' Waist ft Dressmakers' Union 2,500 
, • • 
FIRE DRILL DIVISION 
drill division ban a separate bud-
whlch Is contributed fay those 
turers who engage the tire drill se 
the board. The serrlce Is co-opera 
are charged for 
service according to the cost During 1914 
the charges for conducting and maintain-
ing Ore drills were from $18 to 130 per 
.shop per year. At present the cost has 
been reduced to from $12 to $18. In De-
cember, 1914, a rebate of 10 per cont was 
paid to the manufacturers participating lu 
the fire drill service and a furthor reduc-
tion of 10 per cent. IB being, mode to all 
participants in the service In 191G.-
The budget of the Are drill division Is 
about $4,500. 
, 4 . : 
THE MEDICAL DIVISION 
The medical division la supported by the 
members of Locals 36, 9 and 23 of the 
International Ladles' Garment Workors' 
Union. The budget of this division Is 
about $3,600. 
The Bulletin Just published by the board 
on "Fire Hazards" says: 
New York City and the Borough of Man-
hattan especially are unique In that their 
Industries are housed In multiple loft 
buildings. 
The Industries and ind-...trial population 
nro extremely congested In the city and 
especially In R'district bounded by Houston 
and Forty-second Streets; Third and 
Eighth Avenues. 
There are said to be at least 16,000 
multiple loft .buildings in Manhattan Bor-
ough alone. Most of those buildings are 
over six stories in height. 
Two ready-to-wear-women's-garment-ln-
dustrled arc concentrated In the loft tone 
In Manhattan in 2.391 shops. tocaUd in 
• 928 buildings. 
These 928 buildings are on an average 
seven stories In height. There nro 374 
buildings from six to twelve stories in 
height and 195 buildings twelve stories 
' and over In height. 
There are dally at work In the described 
loft xone at least a million men and women. 
,In the two industries, vis., the Cloak. 
Suit and Skirl and Dross and Waist there 
were working during October 1915 In the 
1,891 shops In the 928 buildings, 75,0 
men and women. 
The safety of the workers against fire 
rds in the loft buildings depends 
cly upon the construction snd the 
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IBOPBE-^'UD njn »« flu"pnyonyc DP 
V3^ J"8 I'K .lyi'^-ioaap D'J IK'JV 'T WP 
»TV3y5p B JB1BE TH Cy IRll .[ynJUDU'TlK 
1t?DPVDUBD iyi I'K ,0"2"IK *P1K iJnjTlHE 
•ajja w a r n W u'zvov'W* -inira iyi 
"3)R J'K 03yD'i:8 "*VDDV2 TJh tf'EB .i'Sy: 
.jyapaiBjiD R lyttfo'iB I » r p p n w iyi 
w nriw. lyiB^yaiv^K pmo |yo«t yv iw 
[IB Oynoiv.rya'D'nayaya) "rro^c ii;„ oyi 
-*o lya'iayayc K PR oy jwi .cms y-:": 
-BP «t« ;iK ;t.*^rODMriB ">yi oa"Dc ,is: 
jyaajni jyp lmvuwt MI oaysnaB w o p y ? 
•»o ^J^ -.5*yii ny:8 .iyoBD5',ty-i you nam 
nya'ayn OIITBE IBS |1H •U'DRIIC « T*»I W 
-ijnv^civ v» •»»o"2i« *i lyrvs ,tyu"2":x D'J PH ;oy i» ,;n3t csv-y^s p« t*>nc >u« 
I'M .UBJWTW W i lyttfBnjBO'c jy?yor;- r»Tti .lyQ'-n^va-K ri uuwpnr; iv a'D'u 
-:*ijy: PR y2?y*,: ^ noona** Tywiifp "W" cy yarn .IVWDCSIK jn^eipfpy voivte-
e»n ,im^»iDatfp ry S^JJ^JTK iynya PR 
Tifrt ojy,t:i»; DJPT«$ ^yaijryaiyoa'K •-
\'-W2*\s W'wana T.YK trwaymy is»av oiyp 
pttiija 
.•j*'njy;;uryc UWX5 -itn ;y;yu lyosRio 
trw.ayay; im e*a v' IMJam V O K -•*; 
»• n r -RE -•: iBmnJWRE p.K i»*id J>H£P ;•« PR ;XP: 
ay *»*w IK ,o*a r'Ki ;••? "ma$ PR cy "<s >V'E *5:K jyiiy: o*a 
-"BE Bin -IBC TK y ; -^  » # » ,Qyon»niy aw- iy= Ml a«s; 
i916 vs> CVT |«. DUSB isur iyt:iK 
-ny iyi ay^ix y^DD'tD^K >o« c o 
pK •iintfnw jyaiKiiya PK .D«II "aannjEE. 
UVK imyn tj»« -iyay5E n, ip?y»',l915 
,iyaa^ cnj^ yD3iw WH^ft "^ BE wtaiyciyE 
.:?BEiy D'o ;jninv^,nPJ'5 .*iy=n 
•wis* K tfuya I'K M S ' lyawawiyB ^y-
-"13 K -y2'K B"pa'DynB yoaa'HDtryjJB pc 
u«n war :"yjBE'y3iVD:'R nyuix s&vz \vo 
;yorv yosnyw n IIE ya-K D3Boya3nn 
jyaypB "WK |ya»i oy .ynBOD'n m-B I*K 
*I".B iy-?" o*ii ,0'Kaic yl'uayo inaRMOU 
;p2v? nn.'K oye-Biocy; n» chips&ya ---K 
JIB' liBi: T ; CB~ *I ly^S .raytaonpy |IK 
yayaiBiit;'-' .."i' ;yaya o:yos"ya vnya (n« 
Wiw? cypsox yayo'ioo-ya-pniy (IB yjyi 
IB nifOPBE "^yryi r'K ,rayiipa»? »\'IB oy-
cavai'T'io y*« ;IB inayo'-iai-yzais 
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Directory of Local Unions [Cont inued] 
LOCAI UNION Office AMkgss 
58. Philadelphia. Pa, Cloak Cm«rs 525 Mifflin St , Philadelphia, Pa. 
54. • Chicago Raincoat Makers 1145 Blue Island Ave.. Chicago. III. 
55. Boiton Cloakmakers 31 N. Russell S t , Boston. Mass. 
58. New York Wain Buttonhole Makers 106 Forsyth St.. New York City 
59. Chicago Waist Makers 18io W. Di* Won St., Ctikdgo, 111. 
50. Chicago Vftjtftc Goods and Kimono Workers 1815 W. Division St. . Chicago. III. 
51 . M o n t r e a l Canada, Cloak and S k i r t . P r e s s e r s — 3 7 Prince Ar thur EL, Montreal , Canada 
M. New York White Goods Workers 35 E ^ Second S t , New York City 
53. Cincinnati Cloakmakers 123 W. Gib St., Ciiicirmati, Ohio 
H New. York Buttonhole Makers 57 W . 21st S t . New York City 
55. Brooklyn'Ladles ' Tailors 46 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
56. New York Uonnaz E m b r o i d e r e r s . . / . 26 3rd Ave.. New York G t y 
57. Toledo Cloakmakers ......232 Beacon St, Toledo, Ohio 
18.' Philadelphia Cloak Finishers.. 39 N. 10th St , Philadelphia. Pa 
70. Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers...*. 433 Sackvillc St. Toronto, Canada 
7L Chicago Ladies' Tailors 1447 S. Spaulding Ave., Chicago, III. 
78. Boston Amalgamated Cutlers. .—'. .8 Levering St., Boston, Maw. 
75. Worcester. Mass., Cloakmakers -.9 Beach St., Worcester. Mass, 
t«. Toledo Cloak ayid Suit Cullers 615 Main St., Toledo. Ohio 
78. St. Louii Cloak Operators Fraternal Bldg.. 11th and Franklin Aves. 
SO. Bridgeport Ladies' Tailor.* 67 Olive S t , Bridgeport, Conn. 
SL Chicago Clonk and Suit Cutters
 % ...1581 W. 14th St. Chicago, Ml. 
.83. Toronto, Canadi. Cutters 1)1 Dundas St, Toronto. Canada 
85. Cincinnati Skirmiakc'rs 2897 W. 6th St, Cincinnati, Ohio 
80. Buffalo Garment Workers ,73 William St, Buffalo, N. Y. 
92. Toronto;' Canadi. Cloak Pressers 71 Nassau St , Toronto. Canada 
88. Cincinnati Skirt Pressers — . . . 417 David St , Cincinnati. Ohio 
99. Pittsburg Ladles' Tailors 211 Amity St, Homestead. Pa. 
lul. Richmond Ladies'Tailors... 411A .N. Smith St, Richmond, Va, 
Iu3. Montreal Canada, Raincoat Makers ._.-. .'.20 St. Cecile St, Montreal. Canada 
105. St. Louis Ladies' Tailors Fraternal Bldg, 11th and Franklin Aves. 
iu« Stockton. Cat, Ladies' Tailors. 5»7 El Miner Ave, Stockton, Cal. 
108. Ladie*- Neckwear gutters 890 Park Ave, Brooklyn. N. Y. 
110. Omaha. N e b , Ladies' Tai lors . Z«09 N". iSth S i , Omaha. Neb 
111. Oeveland Raincoat Makers 3611 'Bur well A v e , Cleveland, Ohio 
111. Montreal! Canada, Ladies ' Waist M a k e r s . . . 147 Colonial A v e , M o n t r e a l . Canada 
113. Newark Waist and Whi te Goods Workers 118 Market S t . N'ewark. \ \ J 
114. Raincoat Makers of St. L o u i s . . . Fraternal^BMav. St. I jwi«. \ ! n 
UNlOr$|>TAr.f 
Factory 
Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no mat ter what its name, unless it bears n plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
AH shoes without the UNION 
S T A M P are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
*,. 
246 Summer St ree t , Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN, Pw. 
. • • : 
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BK» ,B»^m B3y3PnP»'lK PK B"38^ IH"I 
!P?PBf pc u a n t n OY'K iP5n38mpE *u 
11?BPyBl3BO *TIK .lypJ'H TO .IP3311P18E 
C8« ,P3P?BnKB '1 ITOnWBMK I ^ P " DTJ^ 
n " 3 jjnyn B3p?p3nBD "i IKE i»5y« 
13 BPH IPO Itf ,1P3M 3^ -I'O pK ,|PS3P1pE 
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IpnjrniVDM^K T* IP"")B pK jyc^o p'K pK 
OKti ,"«mi?BpyEUKo Tin jpp ^ J r - n r r p a 
apPT.V BJTi JP3KD BBPaW flMK "1 O^ KH n Ban i« ,iviin |PM»n3 JIK ? K P K O ^ S 
y)"P n y o ' ^ K Bm 5ip jyi""« nps'K *pl 
.iy33»n3 IPVIJ 
IS ,^?3PD tm^iyS BIB'S BX'K I'K ay 
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-«EK 1R pD iy?3b»D R jp-l$lipa DR3 iPTPn 
IX DPt33*5CBiPB Tt D*n M^H ,I»tr"R'D 
,]B'3P IPl D'D T^ BEBtWDlTS IP0"31B 
pK rampaip PS^TPC IW»D"»M IX cm 
(ip'HD tUVYM-a 84) TOD JIB npO»31B 3H 
pnjm pR jnHpuyi R I»Q)PP3 IP3P5E 
.0»^18D pR 0PDR3 JIB b ^ : « n p 3 DIB'D 
|»WW DR3 TPIPH PR yOBtfnB PR ,BtfB 
PR Tp2*f ,!BE"'R'C8ER TlH.p* 1P32PO R 
i m |WM b?pn3«np: iv DR;I - PP»DPRIB 
lie oa^M - H PR DP pR .imim oSmprya 
Din imip IVJJB^PE m • tnyaoyo # K 
b3PonjR nm DRW* p ' j p^ i r i i my* PR 
.bspnacnpc 
,Ii; 1910 in»» Djn pE 
PR •Wtpo'wj n pB*t 
nQD113'R Dim PR DD"K 
PIP"! WOaWJU MT« IPMP3 D*3 ^RC3"P 
.bapsip ipj^ bK'R am pR m iPDjnyba'R 
-3"R IR JP3RO Dim 1916 imp nm ijri»R 
;*.R OD*»H n ptfyu ,b"v ipiam v w p m 
-R3 .B»E?inB^B ,PTR' W P * njOBSWH 
R iwmoy*"3' iMip pw-pjuu PK'IBOD 
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-Rliyj b^yocys I*R P-.IC M PR »TDDri3*R 
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i m iyb"3nR >n Jim ,0D"n oyi ,'DBIPRS 
\'M b»3TR "0P»| IX P3132 njTl R 3^BT> JP? 
,tyr*T» lyjyn TT IJ33H waptfw jy3yp 
-B3 .D'VTX PT'3 nRB'lPV'3 1P3J"*13 DP Ojm 
13B2 .yT'3 IB ,b3"CP3 DR1 bBTl
 #1»$TD 
I") IPH3 ptfyV, ,1PD»31B PR DIlTrtPbpyB 
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TTIB3"R DEnRlp: 
»« DTjnil?bPPEUBC-31D pB DIRbPRn^BP 
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y»3 R IPO 
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^'•ujyne n ;y"ya PR o«ti fiwmnrm mn 
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- « DBH cy .r:-ivi»;8:i» tVB$Bnwj« OIBE 
•iPbBb^Hyr -p»ipw OBR pro P S ;:*tf pttu 
JP3"T OT*K PK DPVWJ Dfn b"3TB n TP2B 
T?3 W»Dy;7» iK TBE D'»"tf3 DT"Tb JJIJ»n 
lto«1 DBVt ,D03VSH:« jrivbPtfBP n 
•ttavi i » " : i « n r-'^ TBE*>PI ,*BB3TIT 
,IV nD2 r r 5«t DB" -ADSO B iyEBrw b*> 
M$it #»*«" W oycap '1 JBJJ'HV 
T« ,:yc""^y2 TS*P iWte W ' B T B n 
PM jysarwoysiyB .JT>»»T iWMBfi.W d * 
"lyoo'B pro no ,twnta cyn iyo^B-ijB 
PD pyOS»3B D'3 pK ,IB*3T Tin pB 03BD 
-«nB i m iv bBwnrww PH jyimfc Bin 
Tyr t'B DBI bB -bU'b p % VIK W*Bra 
'ivy\yz Tin pc simBBTp n pill isooyf* 
•b'H I'B i*»:v n | l ] ^ W . W b»njya 
'Wip .^ys"3iB *T ixc isao iv o"iyz ips 
i'b'o iB^v n iyv'b» \jfitp Tyb»3iB n IB 
.nct?3 jM& Tin o^b pK ffivw iyv;8; 
". »B ,»w onyrD DP 
b*3 M I D pp"""i DBT t ra ra ta f t f t i 'DTyo 
•jo puTjn iP3Bn oyoB3 n PlSa ..wnoya 
.pscm- 'Dryb'^TB n »WK oro'Dy; 
po TP3Bb-bo»n n IB ,UIK OWTD oy 
lys'b'W "t i« .jyE'nsys pHV"i* IBDBBS 
'3R .|B*V8»'JB3TB PPTBbC K 1'K DV'K V» 
,1933 p« wnfiiy* oj-oya .lipsv Tyi O*o jjnynBiwiM p t iv OBCC* 
pM jyDTBT "I IB b^n'ETjn bVK « | IP3BH 
-y3-DD»2TK yb3y5tp n D*p ijnynww)* 
DP 0*11 .TBETPT \W*) " t T8 pK ,|J»J3UJ*T 
.1B>VBP3B3T« PE b3Bb n "t o^npE 
-pB3 pB Bjny38bT3D"H.n ttfnpB DP 
bEBL-y3 VtfW. ,b»p3*3"B pB DD"3 TyT jBb 
\fijm " i nl T3 ' » B -D:BO yoTP3BiTB 
DyoB3 n \&vn bDBo ytyn bB jyoipys 
*yn IIH >:ib3B b*o "I'VllI pwp jysM-TJB 
.|y3»*»»T3BP"Eb"3THijr*oy3 ;y3ya »t iy?> 
* * * 
aawjngra ?^i<=r K 
-by ybvy> H b-n. 
IB owa iimwip P3'5. 
-BriB iv asujniys yj'bBpn TP:B y^'bp B 
PB DT"TD yDMW> |'B TPb"3T« >T |yT'P3 
-ya 5yE bo bB" iyo v$v\% ns .PTB^ I»3 
jP3*»b T O -iPb^v ybsy^c* *T :y^iv ,bryn 
Jrat^ Ty»n pnycyiTyE iv $ j ;vb"T: ij-ts H ;50 ?BPB^ ,pTyp»bDjnT iim^cro n 
•^3y; in 1P3"T pmv T,TB* K inyEy33iB pB 41 5BPB^ ,Tyb»3iB BaBb'P TK TysEHT 
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